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Abstract. Area-preserving twist maps have at least two different(p, q)-periodic orbits and
every(p, q)-periodic orbit has its(p, q)-periodic action for suitable couples(p, q). We establish
an exponentially small upper bound for the differences of(p, q)-periodic actions when the
map is analytic on a(m,n)-resonant rotational invariant curve (resonant RIC) andp/q is
“sufficiently close” tom/n. The exponent in this upper bound is closely related to the
analyticity strip width of a suitable angular variable. Theresult is obtained in two steps.
First, we prove a Neishtadt-like theorem, in which then-th power of the twist map is written
as an integrable twist map plus an exponentially small remainder on the distance to the RIC.
Second, we apply the MacKay-Meiss-Percival action principle.

We apply our exponentially small upper bound to several billiard problems. The resonant
RIC is a boundary of the phase space in almost all of them. For instance, we show that
the lengths (respectively, areas) of all the(1, q)-periodic billiard (respectively, dual billiard)
trajectories inside (respectively, outside) analytic strictly convex domains are exponentially
close in the periodq. This improves some classical results of Marvizi, Melrose,Colin de
Verdière, Tabachnikov, and others about the smooth case.
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1. Introduction

Billiards were introduced by Birkhoff [4]. LetΓ be a smooth strictly convex curve in the plane,
oriented counterclockwise, and letΩ be the billiard table enclosed byΓ. Billiard trajectories
insideΩ consist of polygonal lines inscribed inΓ whose consecutive sides obey to the rule
“the angle of reflection is equal to the angle of incidence.” See [18, 20, 35] for a general
description.

A (p, q)-periodic billiard trajectory forms a closed polygon withq sides that makesp
turns insideΓ. Birkhoff [4] proved that there are at least two different Birkhoff (p, q)-periodic
billiard trajectories insideΩ for any relatively prime integersp andq such that1 ≤ p ≤ q.

Let L(p,q) be the supremum of the absolute values of the differences of the lengths of
all such trajectories. The quantitiesL(p,q) were already studied by Marvizi and Melrose [24]
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and Colin de Verdière [6] for smooth tables. The former authors produced an asymptotic
expansion of the lengths for(p, q)-periodic billiard trajectories approachingΓ whenp is fixed
andq → +∞. They saw that there exists a sequence(lk)k≥1, depending only onp andΓ, such
that, ifL(p,q) is the length of any(p, q)-periodic trajectory, then

L(p,q) ≍ pLength[Γ] +
∑

k≥1

lk
q2k

, q → ∞,

wherel1 = l1(Γ, p) = − 1
24

(

p
∫

Γ
κ2/3(s)ds

)3
, andκ(s) is the curvature ofΓ as a function

of the arc-length parameters. The symbol≍ means that the series in the right hand side is
asymptotic toL(p,q). The assymptotic coefficientslk = lk(Γ, p) can be explicitly written in
terms of the curvatureκ(s). For instance, the explicit formulas forl1, l2, l3, andl4 can be
found in [34]. Since the expansion of the lengths in powers ofq−1 coincides for all these
(p, q)-periodic trajectories,L(p,q) = O(q−∞) for smooth strictly convex tables whenp is fixed
andq → +∞. Colin de Verdière studied the lengths of periodic trajectories close to an elliptic
(1, 2)-periodic trajectory on a smooth symmetric billiard table,and found that the quantities
L(p,q) are again beyond all order with respect toq.

These works suggest that the supremum length differencesL(p,q) are exponentially small
in the periodq for analytic strictly convex tables. Indeed, we have provedthat if Γ is analytic
andp is a fixed positive integer, then there existsK, q∗, α > 0 such that

L(p,q) ≤ Ke−2παq/p, (1)

for all integerq ≥ q∗ relatively prime withp. The exponentα is related to the width of
a complex strip where a certain1-periodic angular coordinate is analytic. A more precise
statement is given in Theorem 6.

Similar exponentially small upper bounds hold in other billiard problems. We mention
two examples. First, for(p, q)-periodic billiard trajectories inside strictly convex analytic
tables of constant width whenp/q → 1/2. Second, for(p, q)-periodic billiard trajectories
inside strictly convex analytic tables in surfaces of constant curvature whenp/q → 0.

The billiard dynamics close to the boundary has also been studied from the point of
view of KAM theory. Lazutkin [21] proved that there are infinitely many caustics inside any
C555 strictly convex table. These caustics accumulate at the boundary of the table, and have
Diophantine rotation numbers. Douady [11] improved the result toC7 billiard tables.

A special remark on the relevance of these results is the following. Kac [17] formulated
the inverse spectral problem for planar domains. That is, tostudy how much geometric
information aboutΩ can be obtained from the Laplacian spectrum with homogeneous
Dirichlet conditions onΓ. Andersson and Melrose [1] gave an explicit relation between the
length spectrum and the Laplacian spectrum. The length spectrum of Ω is the union of the
lengths of all its(p, q)-periodic billiard trajectories and all the integer multiples ofLength[Γ].
See also [24, 6].

Our results also apply to the dual billiards introduced by Day [9] and popularized by
Moser [27] as a crude model for planetary motion. Some general references are [15, 5, 36, 35].
Let ✵ be unbounded component ofR2 \ Γ. The dual billiard mapf : ✵ → ✵ is defined as
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follows: f(z) is the reflection ofz in the tangency point of the oriented tangent line toΓ

throughz. Billiards and dual billiards are projective dual in the sphere [36].
A (p, q)-periodic dual billiard trajectory forms a closed circumscribed polygon withq

sides that makesp turns outsideΓ. The area of a(p, q)-periodic trajectory is the area enclosed
by the corresponding polygon, taking into account some multiplicities if p ≥ 2. There are at
least two different Birkhoff(p, q)-periodic dual billiard trajectories outsideΓ for any relatively
prime integersp andq such thatq ≥ 3 and1 ≤ p ≤ q.

Tabachnikov [35, 36] studied the supremumA(1,q) of the absolute value of the differences
of the areas enclosed by all such(1, q)-periodic trajectories for smooth tables. He proved that
there is a sequence(ak)k≥1, depending only onΓ, such that, ifA(1,q) is the area enclosed by
any(1, q)-periodic dual billiard trajectory, then

A(1,q) ≍ Area[Ω] +
∑

k≥1

ak
q2k

, q → ∞, (2)

wherea1 = a1(Γ) = 1
24

∫

Γ
κ1/3(s)ds. Hence, the expansion of the areas in powers ofq−1

coincides for all these(1, q)-periodic trajectories, and so,A(1,q) = O(q−∞) for smooth strictly
convex dual tables whenq → +∞. Douady [11] found the existence of infinitely many
invariant curves outside anyC7 strictly convex dual table. These invariant curves accumulate
at the boundary of the dual table and have Diophantine rotation numbers.

In a completely analogous way to (classical) billiards, we have proved that, once fixed
any positive integerp, if Γ is analytic, then there existsK, q∗, α > 0 such that

A(p,q) ≤ Ke−2παq/p, (3)

for all integerq ≥ q∗ relatively prime withp. Once more, the exponentα is related to the
width of a complex strip where a certain1-periodic angular coordinate is analytic. The precise
statement is given in Theorem 9.

Still in the context of dual billiards, the points at infinitycan be seen as(1, 2)-periodic
points, hence they form a(1, 2)-resonant RIC. Douady [11] found the existence of infinitely
many invariant curves outside anyC8 strictly convex dual table. These invariant curves
accumulate at infinity and have Diophantine rotation numbers. We have proved that, once
fixed any constantL ≥ 1, if Γ is analytic, then there existK, q∗, α > 0 such that

A(p,q) ≤ K exp

(

− πα

|p/q − 1/2|

)

, (4)

for all relatively prime integersp and q such that1 ≤ |2p − q| ≤ L and q ≥ q∗. See
Theorem 10.

The three exponentsα that appear in the exponentially small upper bounds (1), (3),
and (4) may be different, since each one is associated to a different analyticity strip width.
Besides, all of these upper bounds follow directly from a general upper bound about analytic
area-preserving twist maps with analytic resonant RICs. Let us explain it.

Classical and dual billiard maps are exact twist maps definedon an open cylinder when
written in suitable coordinates. Exact twist maps have beenvastly studied. They satisfy a
Lagrangian formulation and their orbits are stationary points of the action functional. See for
instance [4, 26, 18].
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Birkhoff [4] showed that the minima and minimax points of the(p, q)-periodic action
correspond to two different Birkhoff(p, q)-periodic orbits of the twist map. A Birkhoff(p, q)-
periodic orbit is an orbit such that, afterq iterates, performs exactlyp revolutions around the
cylinder and its points are ordered in the baseT as the ones following a rigid rotation of angle
p/q. Since there exist at least two different Birkhoff(p, q)-periodic orbits, we consider the
supremum∆(p,q) of the absolute value of the differences of the actions amongall of them. The
quantity∆(p,q) coincides withL(p,q) andA(p,q) for classical and dual billiards, respectively.

Let∆Wp/q be the difference of actions between the minimax and minima(p, q)-periodic
orbits. Note that∆(p,q) is an upper bound of∆Wp/q. Mather [25] used∆Wp/q as a criterion to
prove the existence of RICs of given irrational rotation numbers. More concretely, he proved
that there exists a RIC with irrational rotation number̺ if and only if limp/q→̺∆Wp/q = 0.

Another criterion related to the destruction of RICs, in this case empirical, was proposed
by Greene. The destruction of a RIC with Diophantine rotation number̺ under perturbation
is related to a “sudden change from stability to instabilityof the nearby periodic orbits” [13].
The stability of a periodic orbit is measured by the residue.MacKay [22] proved the criterion
in some contexts. In particular, for an analytic area-preserving twist map, the residue of
a sequence of periodic orbits with rotation numbers tendingto ̺ decays exponentially in a
positive power of the distance between rotation numbers, that is, |̺ − p/q|d for somed > 0.
The same proof leads to a similar exponentially small bound of Mather’s∆Wp/q asp/q → ̺.
Delshams and de la Llave [10] studied similar problems for analytic area-preserving nontwist
maps.

Generically RICs with a rational rotation number break under perturbation [32, 30].
Nevertheless, there are situations in which some distinguished resonant RICs always exist.
See Sections 3 and 4 for several examples related to billiardand dual billiard maps.

Let us assume that we have an analytic exact twist map with a(m,n)-resonant RIC. That
is, a RIC whose points are(m,n)-periodic. Then there exist some variables(x, y) in which
the resonant RIC is located at{y = 0} and then-th power of the exact twist map is a small
perturbation of the integrable twist map(x1, y1) = (x+ y, y). To be precise, it has the form

x1 = x+ y +O(y2), y1 = y +O(y3).

Since then-th power map is real analytic, it can be extended to a complexdomain of the form

Da∗,b∗ := {(x, y) ∈ C/Z× C : |ℑx| < a∗, |y| < b∗} .
The quantitya∗ plays a more important role thanb∗. To be precise, we have proved that, once
fixed anyα ∈ (0, a∗) andL ≥ 1, there existK, q∗ > 0 such that

∆(p,q) ≤ K exp

(

− 2παq

|np−mq|

)

,

for any relatively prime integersp andq such that1 ≤ |np − mq| ≤ L andq ≥ q∗. See
Theorem 4 for a more detailed statement. This upper bound is optimal becauseα ∈ (0, a∗).
That is, the exponentα can be taken as close to the analyticity strip widtha∗ as desired. The
constantK may explode whenα tends toa∗, so, in general, we can not takeα = a∗. A similar
optimal exponentially small upper bound was obtained in [12] in the setting of the splitting of
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separatrices of weakly hyperbolic fixed points of analytical area-preserving maps. The proof
of this optimal bound adds some extra technicalities, but wefeel that the effort is worth it.

The proof is based on two facts. First, we write then-th power of the exact twist map as
the integrable twist map(x1, y1) = (x + y, y) plus an exponentially small remainder on the
distance to the RIC. See Theorem 3. The size of the remainder is reduced by performing a
finite sequence of changes of variables, but the number of such changes increases when we
approach to the resonant RIC. This is a classical Neishtadt-like argument [28]. Second, we
apply the MacKay-Meiss-Percival action principle [23], inwhich the difference of actions of
(p, q)-periodic actions is interpreted as an area on the phase space.

The structure of the paper is the following. Section 2 is devoted to state our results in
the general context of analytic exact twist maps. In Sections 3 and 4, we present the different
billiard maps and show how the results in Section 2 apply. Sections 5 and 6 contain the
technical proofs.

2. Main theorems

2.1. Dynamics close to an analytic resonant RIC

Let us introduce some notions about exact twist maps defined on open cylinders. For a general
background on these maps, we refer to [18,§9] and [26].

Let T = R/Z andI = (r−, r+) ⊂ R, for some−∞ ≤ r− < r+ ≤ +∞. We will use the
coordinates(s, r) for bothT × I and its universal coverR × I. We refer tos as the angular
coordinate. Letω = −dλ be anexact symplectic formon the open cylinderT × I such that
λ = ν(r)ds andω = ν ′(r)ds ∧ dr for some smooth functionν : (r−, r+) → R. In particular,
ν ′(r) > 0. If h is a real-valued smooth function,∂ih denotes the derivative with respect to the
i-th variable.

Definition 1. A smooth diffeomorphismg : T × I → T × I is an exact twist mapwhen it
preserves the exact symplectic formω = −dλ, has zero flux, and satisfies the classicaltwist
condition∂2s1(s, r) > 0, whereG(s, r) = (s1, r1) is a lift of g.

Henceforth, the exact symplectic formω = −dλ = ν ′(r)ds ∧ dr and the liftG remain
fixed. We will assume thatν(r) is analytic when we deal with analytic maps. Ifg preserves
ω andt = ν(r), thenλ = tds, ω = ds ∧ dt, andg preserves the canonical area in theglobal
Darboux coordinates(s, t). It is worth to remark that certain billiard maps can be analytically
extended to the boundaries of their phase spaces in(s, r) variables, but not in global Darboux
coordinates. For this reason we consider the coordinates(s, r) and the above exact symplectic
forms. In fact, we could deal with any exact symplectic form,but we do not need it for the
problems we have in mind.

Definition 2. Let g : T × I → T × I be a continuous map. The mapg has theintersection
propertyon T × I if the image of any closed homotopically non trivial loop of the cylinder
T× I intersects the loop.

The intersection property is preserved under global changes of variables.
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Definition 3. A rotational invariant curve (RIC)of g is a closed loopC ⊂ T×I homotopically
non trivial such thatg(C) = C. LetC be a RIC ofg. Letm andn be two relatively prime
integers such thatn ≥ 1. We say thatC is (m,n)-resonantwhenGn(s, r) = (s +m, r) for
all (s, r) ∈ C, and we say thatC is analyticwhenC = graph γ := {(s, γ(s)) : s ∈ T} for
some analytic functionγ : T → I.

If g : T×I → T×I is a diffeomorphism preserving the exact symplectic formω = −dλ

and has a RIC, both the zero flux condition and the intersection property are automatically
satisfied.

Let us study the dynamics of an analytic exact twist map in a neighbourhood of an
analytic (m,n)-resonant RIC. First, we note that all points on a(m,n)-resonant RIC ofg
remain fixed under the power mapf = gn. Second, we adapt a classical lemma that appears
in several papers about billiards [21, 36] to our setting.

Lemma 1. If g : T × I → T × I is an analytic exact twist map with an analytic(m,n)-
resonant RICC ⊂ T × I, then there exist an analytic strip widtha∗ > 0, an analytic radius
b∗ > 0, and some analytic coordinates(x, y) such thatC ≡ {y = 0} and the power map
f = gn satisfies the following properties:

(i) It is real analytic onT × (−b∗, b∗) and can be analytically extended to the complex
domain

Da∗,b∗ = {(x, y) ∈ (C/Z)× C : |ℑx| < a∗, |y| < b∗} ; (5)

(ii) It has the intersection property on the cylinderT× (−b∗, b∗); and

(iii) It has the form(x1, y1) = f(x, y), with

x1 = x+ y +O(y2), y1 = y +O(y3). (6)

Proof. If C = graph γ andv = r − γ(s), thenC ≡ {v = 0} and(s1, v1) = f(s, v), with

s1 = s+ ϕ(s)v +O(v2), v1 = v + ψ(s)v2 +O(v3), (7)

for some real analytic1-periodic functionsϕ(s) and ψ(s). The twist condition on the
RIC implies thatϕ(s) is positive, since any power of a twist map is locally twist onits
smooth RICs [30, Lemma 2.1]. The preservation ofω implies that2µψ = −(µϕ)′, where
µ(s) = ν ′(γ(s)) > 0. Next, we consider the analytic coordinates(x, y) defined by

x = k

∫ s

0

√

µ(s)

ϕ(s)
dt, y = k

√

µ(s)ϕ(s)v, k−1 =

∫ 1

0

√

µ(t)

ϕ(t)
dt.

The constantk has been determined in such a way that the new angular coordinatex is defined
modulus one:x ∈ T. Clearly,C ≡ {y = 0}. Thus, the coordinates(x, y) cover an open set
containingT × {0}, since they are defined in a neighbourhood ofC. In particular,f can
be analytically extended to the complex domainDa∗,b∗ for somea∗, b∗ > 0. Besides,f has
the intersection property onT × (−b∗, b∗) because the integral of the area formω over the
region enclosed between the RICC and any closed homotopically non trivial loop should
be preserved. Finally, a straightforward computation shows thatf has the form (6) in the
coordinates(x, y).
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Lemma 1 has, at a first glance, a narrow scope of application because resonant RICs
are destroyed under generic perturbations. However, the boundaries of the cylinder can be
considered resonant RICs of the extended twist map in many interesting examples.

Let us precise this idea.

Definition 4. Let g : T × I → T × I be a continuous map. Ifr− is finite, we say that
C− = T × {r−} is a rigid rotation boundarywhen g can be continuously extended to
T× [r−, r+) and its extended lift satisfies thatG(s, r−) = s+ ̺− for someboundary rotation
number̺ − ∈ R, and we say thatC− is a (m,n)-resonant boundarywhen̺− = m/n.

Definition 5. Let g : T × I → T × I be a smooth diffeomorphism. We say that thetwist
condition holds on the boundaryC− wheng can be smoothly extended toT× [r−, r+) and its
extended lift satisfies that∂2s1(s, r−) > 0 for all s ∈ T.

Analogous definitions can be written for the upper boundaryC+ = T×{r+} whenr+ is
finite. We recall thatG(s, r) = (s1, r1) is a lift of g. Next, we present a version of Lemma 1
for the boundaries of the cylinder. The only remarkable difference is that the exact symplectic
form ω = −dλ = ν ′(r)ds ∧ dr may vanish on the boundaries.

Lemma 2. If g : T × I → T × I is an analytic exact twist map such thatr− is finite,
C− = T×{r−} is a(m,n)-resonant boundary,g can be analytically extended toT× [r−, r+),
ν(r) can be analytically extended to[r−, r+), and the twist condition holds onC−, then there
exist an analytic strip widtha∗ > 0, an analytic radiusb∗ > 0, and some analytic coordinates
(x, y) such thatC− ≡ {y = 0} and the power mapf = gn satisfies the properties (i)–(iii)
given in Lemma 1.

An analogous result holds for the upper boundaryC+ = T× {r+} whenr+ is finite.

Proof. If v = r− r−, thenC− ≡ {v = 0} and the extended power map(s1, v1) = f(s, v) has
the form (7) for some real analytic1-periodic functionsϕ(s) andψ(s). The twist condition
onC− implies thatϕ(s) is positive. Sinceν(r) is analytic in[r−, r+) andν ′(r) is positive in
(r−, r+), we deduce thatν ′(r) = ν∗v

j+O(vj+1) for someν∗ > 0 and some integerj ≥ 0. The
preservation ofω implies thatψ = −ϕ′/(j + 2). Next, we consider the analytic coordinates
(x, y) defined by

x = k

∫ s

0

ϕ−(j+1)/(j+2)(t)dt, y = kϕ1/(j+2)(s)v, (8)

where the constantk is determined in such a way that the angular coordinatex is defined
modulus one. The rest of the proof follows the same lines as inLemma 1. We just note that
the intersection property on a (real) neighbourhood of the boundaryC− follows by analytic
extension, sincef preserves the exact symplectic formω for negative values ofv too.

We unify the resonant RICs studied in Lemma 1 and the resonantboundaries studied in
Lemma 2 as a single object for the sake of brevity.

Definition 6. Let g : T× I → T× I be an analytic map. Letm andn ≥ 1 be two relatively
prime integers. Leta∗ > 0 andb∗ > 0. We say thatC ⊂ T×I (respectively,C = T×{r−} for
a finiter− or C = T×{r+} for a finiter+) is a (a∗, b∗)-analytic(m,n)-resonant RICwhenC
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is an analytic(m,n)-resonant RIC (respectively,(m,n)-resonant boundary) and there exist
some coordinates(x, y) such thatC ≡ {y = 0} and the power mapf = gn satisfies the
properties (i)–(iii) stated in Lemma 1.

The map (6) can be viewed as a perturbation of the integrable twist map

x1 = x+ y, y1 = y. (9)

We want to reduce the size of the nonintegrable termsO(y2) andO(y3) as much as possible.
We can reduce them through normal form steps up to any desiredorder; see Lemma 11. Thus,
the nonintegrable part of the dynamics is beyond all order iny; that is, in the distance to the
resonant RIC (or resonant boundary). A general principle inconservative dynamical systems
states that beyond all order phenomena are often exponentially small in the analytic category.
Our goal is to write the map as an exponentially small perturbation iny of the integrable twist
map (9). The final result is stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Let f : T × I → T × I be an analytic map with a(a∗, b∗)-analytic RICC of
fixed points such thatC ⊂ T × I, C = T × {r−} for a finite r−, or C = T × {r+} for a
finite r+. Letm ≥ 2 be an arbitrary order. Letα ∈ (0, a∗). There exist constantsK > 0

and b′∗ ∈ (0, b∗) such that, ifb ∈ (0, b′∗), then there exists an analytic change of variables
(x, y) = Φ(ξ, η) such that:

(i) It is uniformly (with respect tob) close to the identity onT× (−b, b). That is,

x = ξ +O(η), y = η +O(η2), det[DΦ(ξ, η)] = 1 + O(η),

for all (ξ, η) ∈ T× (−b, b), where theO(η) andO(η2) terms are uniform inb; and

(ii) The transformed map(ξ, η) 7→ (ξ1, η1) is real analytic and has the intersection property
on the cylinderT× (−b, b). Besides, it has the form

ξ1 = ξ + η + ηmg1(ξ, η), η1 = η + ηm+1g2(ξ, η), (10)

where|gj(ξ, η)| ≤ Ke−2πα/b and |∂igj(ξ, η)| ≤ Kb−2 for all (ξ, η) ∈ T× (−b, b).
The proof can be found in Section 5.
Consider a perturbed Hamiltonian system which is close to anintegrable system. It

is known that, under the appropriate nondegeneracy conditions, the measure of the set of
tori which decompose under the perturbation can be bounded from above by a quantity of
order

√
ǫ, ǫ being the perturbation parameter [28, 31]. Neishtadt [28] also considered a

context where the perturbation becomes exponentially small in some parameterǫ and hence
the measure of the complementary set which is cut out from phase space by the invariant tori
is of ordere−c/ǫ, c being a positive constant. This argument could be applied toour context.
First, any neighbourhood of an analytic resonant RIC (or resonant boundary) of an analytic
exact twist map contains infinitely many RICs. Second, the area of the complementary of the
RICs in any of such neighbourhoods is exponentially small inthe size of the neighbourhood.
Third, the gaps between the RICs are exponentially small in their distance to the resonant
RIC. The first result follows from the classical Moser twist theorem [33]. The others follow
from the ideas explained above.
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2.2. Difference of periodic actions

Letω = −dλ, with λ = ν(r)ds, be a fixed exact symplectic form on the open cylinderT× I,
with I = (r−, r+). Let g : T × I → T × I be an exact twist map that can be extended as
rigid rotations of angles̺− and̺+ to the boundariesC− = T × {r−} andC+ = T × {r+},
respectively. We know that̺− < ̺+ from the twist condition. LetG : R × I → R × I be
a fixed lift of g. LetE = {(s, s1) ∈ R2 : ̺− < s1 − s < ̺+}. Then there exists a function
h : E → R, determined modulo an additive constant, such that

G∗λ− λ = dh.

The functionh is called theLagrangianor generating functionof g.
Let p andq be two relatively prime integers such that̺− < p/q < ̺+ andq ≥ 1. A

point (s, r) ∈ R × I is (p, q)-periodicwhenGq(s, r) = (s + p, r). The corresponding point
(s, r) ∈ T × I is a periodic point of periodq by g that is translatedp units in the base by the
lift. A (p, q)-periodic orbit isBirkhoff when it is ordered around the cylinder in the same way
that the orbits of the rigid rotation of anglep/q. See [18] for details. The Poincaré-Birkhoff
Theorem states that there exist at least two different Birkhoff (p, q)-periodic orbits [18, 26].

LetO = {(sk, rk)}k∈Z be a(p, q)-periodic orbit. Its(p, q)-periodic actionis

W (p,q)[O] = h(s0, s1) + h(s1, s2) + · · ·+ h(sq−1, s0 + p).

Our goal is to establish an exponentially small bound for thenon-negative quantity

∆(p,q) = sup
O,Ō∈O

(p,q)
g

∣

∣W (p,q)[Ō]−W (p,q)[O]
∣

∣ ,

whereO(p,q)
g denotes the set of all Birkhoff(p, q)-periodic orbits of the exact twist mapg. The

difference of(p, q)-periodic actions can be interpreted as theω-area of certain domains.
Let us explain it.
Let O = {(sk, rk)}k∈Z and Ō = {(s̄k, r̄k)}k∈Z be two (p, q)-periodic orbits. We can

assume, without loss of generality, that0 < s̄0 − s0 < 1. LetL0 be a curve from(s0, r0) to
(s̄0, r̄0) contained inR× I. SetLk = Gk(L0). The curvesL0 andLq have the same endpoints
in T × I. Let us assume that these two curves have no topological crossing on the cylinder
T× I and letB ⊂ T× I be the domain enclosed between them.

Observe that
∫

Lk+1
λ −

∫

Lk
λ =

∫

Lk
(G∗λ − λ) =

∫

Lk
dh = h(s̄k, s̄k+1) − h(sk, sk+1).

Hence,
∑q−1

k=0 (h(s̄k, s̄k+1) − h(sk, sk+1)) =
∫

Lq
λ −

∫

L0
λ =

∫

Lq−L0
λ = ±

∫

B
ω, where the

sign± depends on the orientation of the closed pathgq(L0) − L0, but we do not need it,
because we take absolute values in both sides of the previousrelation:

∣

∣W (p,q)[Ō]−W (p,q)[O]
∣

∣ =

∫

B

ω =: Areaω[B]. (11)

These arguments go back to theMacKay-Meiss-Percival action principle[23, 26]. If the
curvesL0 and gq(L0) have some topological crossing, then the domainB has several
connected components, in which case

∣

∣W (p,q)[Ō]−W (p,q)[O]
∣

∣ ≤
∫

B
ω =: Areaω[B], because

the sign in front of the integral of the area formω depends on the connected component.
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If the analytic exact twist mapg has a(m,n)-resonant RIC, then

∆(m,n) = 0.

Indeed, we can take a segment of the RIC as the curveL0 used in the previous construction
in such a way thatgn(L0) = L0 andAreaω[B] = 0. It turns out that the differences of(p, q)-
periodic actions ofg are exponentially small whenp/q is “sufficiently close” tom/n. The
meaning of “sufficiently close” is clarified in the followingtheorem. See also Remark 3.

Theorem 4. Let g : T × I → T × I be an analytic exact twist map that can be extended as
rigid rotations of angles̺ − and̺+ to the boundariesC− = T × {r−} andC+ = T × {r+},
respectively. We also assume thatg has a(a∗, b∗)-analytic(m,n)-resonant RICC ⊂ T × I,
C = T × {r−} for a finiter−, or C = T × {r+} for a finiter+. Letα ∈ (0, a∗) andL ≥ 1.
There existK, q∗ > 0 such that

∆(p,q) ≤ K exp

(

− 2παq

|np−mq|

)

, (12)

for all relatively prime integersp andq with 1 ≤ |np−mq| ≤ L andq ≥ q∗.

The proof has been placed at Section 6.

Remark1. If C = T× {r−} (respectively,C = T× {r+}), the bound (12) only makes sense
asp/q tends to the boundary rotation number̺− = m/n (respectively,̺ + = m/n) from
the right:p/q → (m/n)+ (respectively, from the left:p/q → (m/n)−). We will see several
examples of this situation in Sections 3 and 4.

Remark2. Infinite values ofr± can also be dealt with. For instance, ifr+ = +∞, then
we consider the coordinatev = 1/r and we assume that: 1)C+ = {v = 0} is a (m,n)-
resonant boundary; 2)g can be analytically extended tov ≥ 0; 3) ω = β(v)ds ∧ dv with
β(v) = β∗v

j + O(vj+1) for some real numberβ∗ 6= 0 and some integerj 6= −2; 4) f = gn

has the form (7) for some real analytic1-periodic functionsϕ(s) andψ(s); and 5)ϕ(s) is
negative. Then the change(s, r) 7→ (s, v = 1/r) transforms the infinite setup into a finite
one, so Theorem 4 still holds. We just mention two subtle points. First, the change (8) is
not well-defined whenj = −2. Thus,β(v) can have a pole atv = 0, provided it is not a
double one. Second,ϕ(s) is negative because the change(s, r) 7→ (s, v = 1/r) reverses the
orientation, and so, it changes the sign of the twist.

Remark3. Condition|np−mq| ≤ L implies that|p/q −m/n| = O(1/q) asq → +∞.

Remark4. In many applications,C is a RIC of fixed points; that is, a(0, 1)-resonant RIC.
Then Theorem 4 implies that∆(p,q) is exponentially small in the periodq whenp remains
uniformly bounded. To be precise, ifα ∈ (0, a∗) andL ≥ 1, there existK, q∗ > 0 such that

∆(p,q) ≤ Ke−2παq/|p|

for all relatively prime integersp andq with q ≥ q∗ and0 6= |p| ≤ L.
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3. On the length spectrum of analytic convex domains

3.1. Convex billiards

We recall some well-known results about billiards that can be found in [20, 35, 18].
Let Γ be a closed strictly convex curve in the Euclidean planeR2. We assume, without

loss of generality, thatΓ has length one. Lets ∈ T be an arc-length parameter onΓ. Set
I = (r−, r+) = (0, π). Let f : T× I → T× I, (s1, r1) = f(s, r), be the map that models the
billiard dynamics insideΓ using theBirkhoff coordinates(s, r), wheres ∈ T determines the
impact point on the curve, andr ∈ I denotes the angle of incidence.

The mapf preserves the exact symplectic formω = ν ′(r)ds ∧ dr = sin rds ∧ dr and
has the intersection property. Indeed,f : T× I → T× I is an exact twist map with boundary
rotation numbers̺ − = 0 and ̺+ = 1. Besides, its Lagrangian is the distance between
consecutive impact points. Finally,f is analytic whenΓ is analytic.

Any (p, q)-periodic orbit on the billiard map forms a a closed inscribed polygon withq
sides that makesp turns insideΓ. Since the Lagrangian of the billiard map is the distance
between consecutive impact points, the periodic action of aperiodic orbit is just the total
length of the corresponding polygon. Therefore, the supremum action difference among
(p, q)-periodic billiard orbits is the supremum length difference among inscribed billiard
(p, q)-polygons.

3.2. Study close to the boundary of the billiard table

Let us check that the boundaryC− = T× {0} satisfies the hypotheses stated in Theorem 4.

Proposition 5. If f is the billiard map associated to an analytic strictly convex curveΓ, the
boundaryC− is a (a∗, b∗)-analytic(0, 1)-resonant RIC off for somea∗ > 0 andb∗ > 0.

Proof. The lower boundaryC− is a(0, 1)-resonant because̺− = 0. Clearly,r− = 0 is finite
and the functionν(r) = sin r can be analytically extended to[0, π). Hence, in order to end the
proof we only need to prove that the billiard mapf can be analytically extended toT× [0, π)

and the twist condition holds onC−; see Lemma 2.
Letm : T → Γ, κ : T → (0,+∞), andn : T → R2 be an arc-length parametrization, the

curvature, and a unit normal vector of the analytic strictlyconvex curve linked by the relation
m′′(s) = κ(s)n(s).

We write the angle of incidence as a function of consecutive impact points:r = r(s, s1).
If s1 6= s, thenr(s, s1) is analytic,r(s, s1) ∈ (0, π), and∂2r(s, s1) > 0. The last property
follows from the twist character of the billiard map. Let us study what happens onC−; or,
equivalently, what happens in the limits1 → s+. We note thatr is the angle betweenm′(s)

andm(s1)−m(s). Hence,

tan r =
sin r

cos r
=

det (m′(s), m(s1)−m(s))

〈m′(s), m(s1)−m(s)〉 =

∫ 1

0
det (m′(s), m′(s+ t(s1 − s))) dt
∫ 1

0
〈m′(s), m′(s+ t(s1 − s))〉dt

. (13)
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This expression shows thatr(s, s1) is analytic whens1 = s andr(s, s) = 0. Besides,

lim
s1→s+

∂2r(s, s1) = lim
s1→s+

cos2 r(s, s1)∂2 tan r(s, s1) = κ(s)/2 > 0, (14)

for all s ∈ T, which implies that(s, s1) 7→ (s, r) is an analytic diffeomorphism that maps a
neighbourhood of the diagonal inT2 to a neighborhood of the lower boundaryC− = T×{0}.
Next, we write the billiard map(s1, r1) = f(s, r) as the composition of three maps:

(s, r) 7→ (s, s1) 7→ (s1, s) 7→ (s1, r1).

We have already seen that the first map is analytic in a neighborhood ofC−. Clearly, the
second map is analytic. The third one is also analytic, becauser1 = r1(s, s1) = π − r(s1, s)

by definition of billiard map. Thus,f can be analytically extended toT × [0, π). The twist
condition onC− follows from inequality (14).

We can compare the coordinates (8) with the coordinates defined by Lazutkin in [21].
We note thatν ′(r) = sin r = r + O(r2), soj = 1 in the change (8). Ifρ(s) = 1/κ(s) is the
radius of curvature ofΓ, then the Taylor expansion aroundr = 0 of the billiard map is

{

s1 = s+ 2ρ(s)r + 4ρ(s)ρ′(s)r2/3 + O(r3),

r1 = r − 2ρ′(s)r2/3 + (4(ρ′(s))2/9− 2ρ(s)ρ′′(s)/3) r3 +O(r4).

From this Taylor expansion, Lazutkin deduced that the billiard map takes the form

x1 = x+ y +O(y3), y1 = y +O(y4)

in the analyticLazutkin coordinates(x, y) defined by

x = k

∫ s

0

ρ−2/3(t)dt, y = 4kρ1/3(s) sin(r/2), k−1 =

∫ 1

0

ρ−2/3(t)dt.

The constantk has, once more, been determined in such a way that the new angular coordinate
x is defined modulus one. Lazutkin’s results are more refined, he wrote the billiard map as a
smaller perturbation of the integrable twist map(x1, y1) = (x+ y, y), but we do not need it.

By direct application of Proposition 5 and Theorem 4, we get the following exponentially
small upper bound of the quantitiesL(p,q) defined in the introduction.

Theorem 6. LetΓ be an analytic strictly convex curve in the Euclidean plane.Leta∗ > 0 be
the analyticity strip width of the lower boundaryC−. Letα ∈ (0, a∗) andL ≥ 1. There exist
a constantK > 0 and a periodq∗ ≥ 1 such that

L(p,q) ≤ Ke−2παq/p,

for all relatively prime integersp andq with q ≥ q∗ and0 < p ≤ L.

The same exponentially small upper bound holds for analyticgeodesically strictly convex
curves on surfaces of constant curvature, where the billiard trajectories are just broken
geodesics. Billiard maps on the Klein model of the hyperbolic planeH2 and on the positive
hemisphereS2

+ have been studied, for instance, in [7], where it is shown that they are exact
twist maps with the same boundary rotation numbers as in the Euclidean case. Therefore, by
local isometry arguments, we can write a version of Theorem 6on any surface of constant
curvature.
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3.3. Billiard tables of constant width

Definition 7. A smooth closed convex curve is ofconstant widthif and only if it has a chord
in any direction perpendicular to the curve at both ends.

Billiards inside convex curves of constant width have a niceproperty [19, 14]. Let us
explain it.

The billiard map associated to a smooth convex curve of constant width has the horizontal
line T × {π/2} as a resonant(1, 2)-RIC. Any trajectory belonging to that RIC is orthogonal
to the curve at its two endpoints. Due to the variational formulation, all the(1, 2)-periodic
orbits are extrema of the(1, 2)-periodic action and, thus, all(1, 2)-periodic trajectories have
the same length, which is the reason we refer to them as constant width curves.

Another characterization of constant width curves is the following. We reparametrize
the curve by using the angleϕ ∈ (0, 2π) between the tangent vector at a point in the curve
and some fixed line. Letρ(ϕ) be the radius of curvature at this point. The curve has constant
width if and only if the Fourier series ofρ(ϕ) contains no other even coefficients than the
constant term. Thus, the space of analytic constant width curves has infinite dimension and
codimension.

Theorem 4 can be directly applied in this context and we have the following result.

Theorem 7. Letg : T× I → T× I be the billiard map of an analytic strictly convex curve of
constant width. Leta∗ > 0 be the analyticity strip width of the(1, 2)-resonant RIC ofg. Let
α ∈ (0, a∗) andL ≥ 1. There exist a constantK > 0 and a periodq∗ ≥ 1 such that

L(p,q) ≤ K exp

(

− πα

|p/q − 1/2|

)

,

for all relatively prime integersp andq such that1 ≤ |2p− q| ≤ L andq ≥ q∗.

One could try to generalize constant width billiards, whereT×{π/2} is a(1, 2)-resonant
RIC, to constant angle tables, whereT × {r0} is assumed to be a(m,n)-resonant RIC.
However, the only table such thatT × {r0} is a (m,n)-resonant RIC, with(m,n) 6= (1, 2),
is the circle. See [14, 8]. By the way, Theorem 4 applies to this case but, since the circular
billiard is integrable,L(m,n) ≡ 0, for all (m,n). In fact, the circular billiard map is globally
conjugated to the integrable twist map (9).

There are more billiard tables with resonant RICs, but theirRICs are not horizontal. For
instance, the elliptic table has all possible(m,n)-resonant RICs, but the(1, 2)-resonant one.
Hence, in this case,∆(m,n) = 0. Baryshnikov and Zharnitsky [3] proved that an ellipse can
be infinitesimally perturbed so that any chosen resonant RICwill persist. Innami [16] found a
condition on the billiard table that guarantees the existence of a(1, 3)-resonant RIC. However,
Theorem 4 can not be applied in such cases, because both the Baryshnikov-Zharnitsky and
the Innami constructions are done in the smooth category, where we can only claim thatL(p,q)

is beyond all order in the difference between rotation numbers.
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Figure 1. The envelope coordinates(α, r) and the dual billiard mapf : ✵ → ✵.

4. On the area spectrum of analytic convex domains

4.1. Dual billiards

We recall some well-known facts about dual billiards that can be found in [5, 15, 35].
LetΓ be a strictly convex closed curve in the Euclidean planeR2. Let✵ be the unbounded

component ofR2 \ Γ. The dual billiard mapf : ✵ → ✵ is defined as follows:f(z) is the
reflection ofz in the tangency point of the oriented tangent line toΓ throughz. This map
is area-preserving. Next, we introduce theenvelope coordinates(α, r) ∈ T⋆ × I of a point
z ∈ ✵. In this section,T⋆ = R/2πZ andI = (0,+∞). We recall thatT = R/Z.

Given a pointz ∈ ✵, let α ∈ T⋆ be the angle made by the positive tangent line toΓ in
the direction ofz with a fixed direction of the plane, and letr ∈ I be the distance along this
line fromΓ to z. See Figure 1.

The dual billiard map preserves the exact symplectic formω = ν ′(r)dαdr = rdαdr,
and it has the intersection property. Indeed,f : T⋆ × I → T⋆ × I, (α1, r1) = f(α, r), is an
exact twist map with boundary rotation numbers̺− = 0 and̺+ = π. Its Lagrangian is the
area enclosed byΓ and the tangent lines through the points onΓ with coordinatesα andα1.

Any (p, q)-periodic orbit on the dual billiard map forms a closed circumscribed polygon
with q sides that makesp turns outsideΓ. Since the Lagrangian of the dual billiard map is
the above-mentioned area, the periodic action of a periodicorbit is just the area enclosed
between the corresponding polygon andΓ, taking into account some multiplicities when
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p ≥ 2. Therefore, the supremum action difference among(p, q)-periodic dual billiard orbits
is the supremum area difference among circumscribed dual billiard (p, q)-polygons.

4.2. Study close to the curve

We note thatr → 0+ when the pointz ∈ ✵ approaches to the curveΓ. Therefore, in order
to study the dual billiard dynamics close toΓ, we must study the dual billiard mapf in a
neighbourhood of the lower boundaryC− = T⋆ × {0} of T⋆ × I. Let us check thatC−

satisfies the hypotheses stated in Theorem 4.

Proposition 8. If f is the dual billiard map associated to an analytic strictly convex curveΓ,
the lower boundaryC− is an (a∗, b∗)-analytic(0, 1)-resonant RIC off for somea∗ > 0 and
b∗ > 0.

Proof. The lower boundaryC− is a(0, 1)-resonant because̺− = 0. Clearly,r− = 0 is finite
and the functionν(r) = r can be analytically extended to[0,+∞). Hence, in order to end
the proof we only need to prove that the dual billiard mapf can be analytically extended to
T⋆ × [0,+∞) and the twist condition holds onC−; see Lemma 2.

We write the distancer as a function of consecutive tangent points:r = r(α, α1). We
know thatr(α, α1) is analytic,r(α, α1) > 0, and∂2r(α, α1) > 0 whenα1 6∈ {α, α + π}.‡
The last property follows from the twist character of the dual billiard map.

Let us study what happens onC−; or, equivalently, what happens in the limitα1 → α.
Let ρ : T⋆ → (0,+∞) be the radius of curvature ofΓ in the angular coordinateα. Set
α1 = α + δ. From Boyland [5], we know that

r(α, α1) =

∫ α1

α
sin(v − α)ρ(v)dv

sin(α1 − α)
=

δ

sin δ

∫ 1

0

sin(δt)ρ(α + δt)dt. (15)

This expression shows thatr(α, α1) is analytic whenα1 = α andr(α, α) = 0. By derivating
relation (15) with respect toα1, we get that

∂2r(α, α) = ρ(α)/2 > 0, (16)

for all α ∈ T⋆, which implies that(α, α1) 7→ (α, r) is an analytic diffeomorphism that maps a
neighbourhood of the diagonal inT2

⋆ to a neighborhood of the lower boundaryC− = T⋆×{0}.
Next, we write the billiard map(α1, r1) = f(α, r) as the composition of three analytic maps:

(α, r) 7→ (α, α1) 7→ (α1, α) 7→ (α1, r1).

Thus,f can be analytically extended toT⋆ × [0,+∞). The twist condition onC− follows
from inequality (16).

We can compare the coordinates (8) with the coordinates defined by Tabachnikov in [36].
We note thatν ′(r) = r, soj = 1 in the change (8). Ifκ(α) is the curvature ofΓ, then the
Taylor expansion aroundr = 0 of the dual billiard map is

α1 = α + 2κ(α)r +O(r2), r1 = r − 2κ′(α)r2/3 + O(r3).

‡ Tangent lines through points with coordinatesα andα+ π are parallel, solimα1−α→π r(α, α1) = +∞.
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(Tabachnikov wrote this Taylor expansion in coordinates(s, r), wheres is an arc-length
parameter, but his result can be easily adapted.) From this Taylor expansion, one deduces
that the dual billiard map takes the form (6) in the analyticTabachnikov coordinates

x = k

∫ α

0

κ−2/3(v)dv, y = 2kκ1/3(α)r, k−1 =

∫ 2π

0

κ−2/3(v)dv.

The constantk has been determined in such a way thatx is defined modulus one:x ∈ T.
We get the following exponentially small upper bound of the quantitiesA(p,q) defined in

the introduction by direct application of Proposition 8 andTheorem 4.

Theorem 9. LetΓ be an analytic strictly convex curve in the Euclidean plane.Leta∗ > 0 be
the analyticity strip width of the lower boundaryC−. Letα ∈ (0, a∗) andL ≥ 1. There exist
a constantK > 0 and a periodq∗ ≥ 1 such that

A(p,q) ≤ Ke−2παq/p,

for all relatively prime integersp andq with q ≥ q∗ and0 < p ≤ L.

Tabachnikov [37] studied the dual billiard map in the hyperbolic planeH2, and extended
the asymptotic expansion (2) to that new setting. He also claimed that there exists an
analogous formula for dual billiards on the unit sphereS2. Therefore, by local isometry
arguments, we can write a version of Theorem 9 on any surface of constant curvature.

4.3. Study far away from the curve

We note thatr → +∞ when the pointz ∈ ✵ moves away from the curveΓ. We use
the coordinates(α, v) to work at infinity, wherev = 1/r and (α, r) ∈ T⋆ × I are the
coordinates introduced in Subsection 4.1. The exact symplectic form ω = rdαdr becomes
ω = −v−3dαdv in coordinates(α, v). Tabachnikov [36] realized that the dual billiard
map at infinity can be seen as a map defined in a neighbourhood ofthe (1, 2)-resonant RIC
C+ ≡ {v = 0}. To be precise, he saw that the dual billiard map can be analytically extended
to v ≥ 0, its square has the form

α1 = α + ϕ(α)v +O(v2), v1 = v + ψ(α)v2 +O(v3),

for some real analytic1-periodic functionsϕ(α) andψ(α), andϕ(α) is negative. Hence, the
following result is deduced from Remark 2.

Theorem 10. LetΓ be an analytic strictly convex curve in the Euclidean plane.Let a∗ > 0

be the analyticity strip width of the boundaryC+. Letα ∈ (0, a∗) andL ≥ 1. There exist a
constantK > 0 and a periodq∗ ≥ 1 such that

A(p,q) ≤ K exp

(

− πα

|p/q − 1/2|

)

,

for all relatively prime integersp andq such that1 ≤ |2p− q| ≤ L andq ≥ q∗.
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5. Proof of Theorem 3

5.1. Spaces, norms, and projections

LetXa,b, with a > 0 andb > 0, be the space of all analytic functionsg defined on the open set

Da,b = {(x, y) ∈ (C/Z)× C : |ℑx| < a, |y| < b}
with bounded Fourier norm

‖g‖a,b =
∑

k∈Z

|ĝk|be2π|k|a,

whereĝk(y) denotes thek-th Fourier coefficient of the1-periodic functiong(·, y) and

|ĝk|b = sup {|ĝk(y)| : y ∈ Bb}
denotes its sup-norm on the complex open ballBb = {y ∈ C : |y| < b}. Let

|g|a,b = sup {|g(x, y)| : (x, y) ∈ Da,b}
be the sup-norm onDa,b.

Let Xa,b,m be the space of all vectorial functionsG : Da,b → C2 of the form

G(x, y) = (ymg1(x, y), y
m+1g2(x, y))

such thatg1, g2 ∈ Xa,b. The spaceXa,b,m is a Banach space with the Fourier norm
‖G‖a,b,m = max {‖g1‖a,b, ‖g2‖a,b} . The sup-norm| · |a,b,m onXa,b,m is defined analogously.

Let g∗2(y) =
∫ 1

0
g2(x, y)dx be the average ofg2(x, y). Let Xa,b,m = X ∗

a,b,m ⊕ X •
a,b,m be

the direct decomposition whereX ∗
a,b,m is the vectorial subspace of the elements of the form

G∗(x, y) = (0, ym+1g∗2(y)), whereasX •
a,b,m is the one of the elements withg∗2(y) = 0. Let

π∗ : Xa,b,m → X ∗
a,b,m andπ• : Xa,b,m → X •

a,b,m be the associated projections. Thus, any
G ∈ Xa,b,m can be decomposed asG = G∗ +G•, where

G∗ = π∗(G) = (0, ym+1g∗2(y)) ∈ X ∗
a,b,m, G• = π•(G) ∈ X •

a,b,m.

Obviously,‖G∗‖a,b,m ≤ ‖G‖a,b,m and‖G•‖a,b,m ≤ ‖G‖a,b,m
We will always denote the scalar functions inXa,b with lower-case letters, and the

vectorial functions inXa,b,m with upper-case letters. Asterisk and bullet superscriptsin upper-
case letters stand for theπ∗-projections andπ•-projections of vectorial functions inXa,b,m,
respectively. Asterisk superscripts in lower-case letters denote averages of scalar functions in
Xa,b. We will always write the couple of scalar functions associated to any given vectorial
function ofXa,b,m with the corresponding lower-case letter and the subscripts j = 1, 2. Hat
symbols denote Fourier coefficients.
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5.2. The averaging and the iterative lemmas

Henceforth, letA(x, y) = (x+y, y) be the integrable twist map introduced in (9). LetF = F2

be a map satisfying the properties listed in Lemma 1, soF2 = A+G2 for someG2 ∈ Xa2,b2,2,
wherea2 = a∗ is the analyticity strip width in the angular variablex, andb2 = b∗ is the
analyticity radius iny. Hence,F2 is a perturbation ofA of order two. The following lemma
allows us to increase that order as much as we want by simply losing as little analyticity strip
width as we want. It is based on classical averaging methods.In particular, we see thatF is a
perturbation beyond all order ofA.

Lemma 11(Averaging Lemma). LetF2 = A+G2, withG2 ∈ Xa2,b2,2 anda2 > 0 andb2 > 0,
be a real analytic map with the intersection property on the cylinderT× (−b2, b2). Letm ≥ 3

be an integer. Letam be any analyticity strip width such thatam ∈ (0, a2).
There exist an analyticity radiusbm ∈ (0, b2) and a change of variables of the form

Φm = I+Ψm for someΨm ∈ Xam,bm,1 such that the transformed mapFm = Φ−1
m ◦F2 ◦Φm is

real analytic, has the intersection property on the cylinder T × (−bm, bm), and has the form
Fm = A+Gm for someGm ∈ Xam,bm,m.

Besides, the change of variablesΦm is close to the identity onT× (−bm, bm). That is,

Φm(x, y) =
(

x+O(y), y +O(y2)
)

, det[Φm(x, y)] = 1 + O(y), (17)

uniformly for all (x, y) ∈ T× (−bm, bm).

Proof. The changeΦm is the composition ofm− 2 changes of the form

Φ̃l = I + Ψ̃l, Ψ̃l ∈ Xal,bl,l−1, 2 ≤ l < m,

whereal = a2− (l−2)ǫ, ǫ = (a2−am)/(m−2), (bl)2≤l<m is a positive decreasing sequence,
andΨ̃l is constructed as follows to increase the order of the perturbation froml to l + 1.

Let us suppose that we have a real analytic map with the intersection property on
T× (−bl, bl) of the formFl = A+Gl, for someGl ∈ Xal,bl,l with al, bl > 0 andl ≥ 2.

We begin with a formal computation. We write

Fl(x, y) =
(

x+ y + ylh1(x) + O(yl+1), y + yl+1h2(x) + O(yl+2)
)

,

where the functionsh1(x) andh2(x) are 1-periodic and analytic on the open complex strip
{x ∈ C/Z : |ℑx| < al}. We will see, by using ana posteriorireasoning, that the intersection
property implies thath2(x) has zero average; that is,h∗2 =

∫ 1

0
h2(x)dx = 0. Nevertheless, we

can not prove it yet. Thus, we will keep an eye onh∗2 in what follows.
If we take the change of variables

Φ̃l(x, y) =
(

x+ yl−1ψ1(x), y + ylψ2(x)
)

(18)

for some functionsψ1(x) and ψ2(x), then, after a straightforward computation, the map
Fl+1 = (Φ̃l)

−1 ◦ Fl ◦ Φ̃l has the form

Fl+1(x, y) =
(

x+ y + ylk1(x) + O(yl+1), y + yl+1k2(x) + O(yl+2)
)

,
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with k1 = ψ2 + h1 − ψ′
1 andk2 = h2 − ψ′

2. Therefore, we take

ψ2(x) =

∫ x

0

(h2(s)− h∗2)ds− h∗1, ψ1(x) =

∫ x

0

(ψ2(s) + h1(s))ds,

so thatk1(x) = 0 andk2(x) = h∗2. These functionsψ2(x) andψ1(x) are 1-periodic, because
h2(x) − h∗2 andψ2(x) + h1(x) have zero average. Besides,ψ1(x) andψ2(x) are analytic in
the open complex strip{x ∈ C/Z : |ℑx| < al}. Indeed,Φ̃l = I + Ψ̃l with Ψ̃l ∈ Xal,bl,l−1.

Next, we control the domain of definition of the mapFl+1. The inverse change is

(Φ̃l)
−1(x, y) =

(

x− yl−1ψ1(x) + O(yl), y − ylψ2(x) + O(yl+1)
)

.

Thus, the maps̃Φl, Fl, and(Φ̃l)
−1 have the form(x, y) 7→ (x+O(y), y+O(y2)), sincel ≥ 2.

Consequently, ifbl+1 ≤ bl/2 is small enough, then

Dal+1,bl+1

Φ̃l−→ Dal−2ǫ/3,4bl+1/3
Fl−→ Dal−ǫ/3,5bl+1/3

(Φ̃l)
−1

−→ Dal,2bl+1
⊂ Dal,bl,

soFl+1 = (Φl)
−1 ◦ Fl ◦ Φl is well-defined onDal+1,bl+1

. Now, let us check thath∗2 = 0. At
this moment, we only know that

Fl+1(x, y) =
(

x+ y +O(yl+1), y + yl+1h∗2 +O(yl+2)
)

,

since the change of variables has not eliminated the averageh∗2. The mapFl+1 has the
intersection property on the cylinderT × (−bl+1, bl+1), because the intersection property is
preserved by changes of variables. This implies thath∗2 = 0. On the contrary, the image of
the loopT× {y0} does not intersect itself when0 < y0 ≪ 1.

Finally, properties (17) follow directly from the fact thatwe have performed a finite
number of changes, all of them satisfying these same properties.

Next, the following theorem provides the exponentially small bound for theπ•-projection
of the residue provided an initial orderm big enough. It is the main tool to prove Theorem 3.

Theorem 12. Letm ≥ 6 be an integer,̄a > 0, d̄ > 0, andr ∈ (0, 1). There exist constants
b̄ = b̄(m, ā, d̄, r) > 0 andcj = cj(r) > 0, j = 1, 2, 3, such that, if

F̄ = A+ Ḡ, Ḡ ∈ Xā,b̄,m, d̄∗ = ‖π∗(Ḡ)‖ā,b̄,m, d̄• = ‖π•(Ḡ)‖ā,b̄,m, (19)

and

0 < ă < ā, 0 < b̆ ≤ b̄
√
r, d̄∗ + (1 + c2)d̄

• ≤ d̄,

then there exists a change of variablesΦ̆ = I + Ψ̆ satisfying the following properties:

(i) Ψ̆ ∈ Xă,b̆,m−1 with |Ψ̆|ă,b̆,m−1 ≤ c1d̄
•; and

(ii) The transformed map̆F = Φ̆−1 ◦ F̄ ◦ Φ̆ is real analytic, has the intersection property on
the cylinderT× (−b̆, b̆), and has the form̆F = A + Ğ, Ğ ∈ Xă,b̆,m,

‖π∗(Ğ)‖ă,b̆,m ≤ d̄∗ + c2d̄
•, ‖π•(Ğ)‖ă,b̆,m ≤ c3e

−2πr(ā−ă)/b̆d̄•.
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Theorem 12 is proved in Subsection 5.5.
In order to present the main ideas of the proof, let us try to completely get rid of the

remainder of the map of the formF = A + G, for someG ∈ Xa,b,m, with a change of
variables of the formΦ = I +Ψ, for someΨ ∈ Xa,b,m−1. Concretely, we look forΦ such that
A = Φ−1 ◦ F ◦ Φ, or, equivalently, we look forΨ such that

Ψ ◦ A− AΨ = G ◦ (I + Ψ).

It is not possible to solve this equation in general. Instead, we consider the linear equation

Ψ ◦ A− AΨ = G.

This vectorial equation reads as
{

ψ1(x+ y, y)− ψ1(x, y) = y (ψ2(x, y) + g1(x, y)) ,

ψ2(x+ y, y)− ψ2(x, y) = yg2(x, y).

Therefore, we need to solve two linear equations of the form

ψ(x+ y, y)− ψ(x, y) = yg(x, y), (20)

whereg ∈ Xa,b is known. If the average ofg(x, y) is different from zero:g∗(y) = ĝ0(y) 6= 0,
then this equation can not be solved. Besides, it is a straightforward computation to check
that, if ĝ0(y) = 0, the formal solution of this equation in the Fourier basis is

ψ̂k(y) =
y

e2πkyi − 1
ĝk(y), ∀k 6= 0, (21)

whereas the zero-th coefficientψ̂0(y) can be chosen arbitrarily. From (21), it is clear that (20)
can not be solved unlessg has only a finite number of harmonics and zero average. For this
reason, given a functiong(x, y) with zero average, we define itsK-cut off as

g<K(x, y) =
∑

|k|<K

ĝk(y)e
2πkxi. (22)

LetK be such that|2πky| < 2π for all |y| < b and|k| < K. Hence, we will takeK = s/b

for some fixeds ∈ (0, 1), and we will actually solve truncated linear equations of the form

ψ(x+ y, y)− ψ(x, y) = yg<K(x, y). (23)

The Fourier norm is specially suited to analyse this kind of equations; see Lemma 15.
Summarizing these ideas, we look for a change of variables ofthe formΦ = I+Ψ, where

Ψ satisfies the truncated linear vectorial equation

Ψ ◦ A− AΨ = (G•)<K , (24)

where(G•)<K denotes theK-cut off ofG• = π•(G). The average of the first component of
(G•)<K may be non-zero. Equation (24) is studied in Lemma 16. This close to the identity
change of variablesΦ = I + Ψ does not completely eliminate the remainder. However, ifb is
small enough, it reduces the size of theπ•-projection of the remainder as the following lemma
shows.
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Lemma 13(Iterative lemma). Letm ≥ 6 be an integer,̄a > 0, d̄ > 0, µ > 0, andρ ∈ (0, 1).
There exist a constantb̄ > 0 such that if

F = A+G, G ∈ Xa,b,m, d∗ = ‖π∗(G)‖a,b,m, d• = ‖π•(G)‖a,b,m,
with

0 < a ≤ ā, 0 < b ≤ min{b̄, a/6}, d∗ + d• ≤ d̄,

then there exists a change of variablesΦ = I + Ψ satisfying the following properties:

(i) Ψ ∈ Xa,b,m−1 is a solution of the truncated linear equation (24) such that

|Ψ|a,b,m−1 ≤ ‖Ψ‖a,b,m−1 ≤ Ωd•,

whereΩ = Ω(
√
ρ) is defined in Lemma 16; and

(ii) The transformed map̃F = Φ−1 ◦ F ◦Φ is real analytic, has the intersection property on
the cylinderT× (−b̃, b̃), and has the form̃F = A + G̃, G̃ ∈ Xã,b̃,m,

‖π∗(G̃)‖ã,b̃,m ≤ d∗ + e−12πρd•, ‖π•(G̃)‖ã,b̃,m ≤ e−12πρd•,

whereã = a− 6b and b̃ = b− µb2.

Remark5. If ã = a− 6b, thene−2πρ(a−ã)/b = e−12πρ.

The proof of this lemma is found in Subsection 5.4. Some technicalities in the proof
require the use of the sup-norm, which forces us to deal with both the Fourier norm and the
sup-norm. The relations between them are stated in Lemma 14.

Finally, Theorem 12 is obtained by means of a finite sequence of changes of variables
like the ones described in the iterative lemma. We want to perform as many of such changes
as possible because each change reduces the size of theπ•-projection of the remainder by the
factore−12πρ. Since the loss of analyticity in the angular variable is6b = O(b), then we can
at most perform a numberO(1/b) of such changes. This idea goes back to Neishtadt [29].

The intersection property is used neither in the proof of theiterative lemma nor in the
proof of Theorem 12, but will be essential to control the sizeof the π∗-projections of the
remainders in terms of the size of theirπ•-projections later on.

5.3. Technical lemmas

Lemma 14. Let0 < α < min{a, 1/2π}, b > 0, andg ∈ Xa,b. Letg≥K = g − g<K, with g<K

theK-cut off ofg, defined in (22). Then:

(i) ‖g<K‖a,b ≤ ‖g‖a,b,
(ii) ‖g≥K‖a−α,b ≤ e−2πKα‖g‖a,b,

(iii) |g|a,b ≤ ‖g‖a,b, and

(iv) ‖g‖a−α,b ≤ α−1|g|a,b.
If m ∈ N, then these bounds also hold for any vectorial functionG ∈ Xa,b,m.
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Proof. First, the Fourier norm ofg<K is a partial sum of the Fourier norm ofg. Second,
‖g≥K‖a−α,b =

∑

|k|≥K |ĝk|be2π|k|(a−α) = e−2πKα
∑

|k|≥K |ĝk|be2π|k|a ≤ e−2πKα‖g‖a,b. Third,
|g(x, y)| ≤ ∑

k∈Z |ĝk(y)||e2πkxi| ≤ ∑

k∈Z |ĝk|be2π|k|a = ‖g‖a,b, for all (x, y) ∈ Da,b.
Fourth, we recall that the Fourier coefficients of the analytic functiong satisfy the inequality
|ĝk|b ≤ e−2π|k|a|g|a,b for all k ∈ Z. Hence,

‖g‖a−α,b =
∑

k∈Z

|ĝk|be2π|k|(a−α) ≤ 2|g|a,b
∑

k≥0

e−2πkα ≤ α−1|g|a,b,

where we have used that
∑

k≥0 e
−kt = (1 − e−t)−1 ≤ e/t < π/t for all t ∈ (0, 1). The last

part follows from the definition of the norms‖ · ‖a,b,m and| · |a,b,m.

Lemma 15. If s ∈ (0, 1), K = s/b, and g ∈ Xa,b is a function with zero average, then
the truncated linear equation (23) has a unique solutionψ ∈ Xa,b with zero average and
‖ψ‖a,b ≤ ω‖g‖a,b, where

ω = ω(s) =
1

2π
· max
|z|≤2πs

∣

∣

∣

∣

z

ez − 1

∣

∣

∣

∣

. (25)

Proof. The Fourier coefficients ofψ must satisfy (21). We note thatω <∞ for all s ∈ (0, 1),
since the functionz/(ez − 1) is analytic on the open ball|z| < 2π. Moreover,

|ψ̂k|b ≤
(

max
|y|≤b

∣

∣

∣

∣

y

e2πkyi − 1

∣

∣

∣

∣

)

|ĝk|b ≤
ω

|k| |ĝk|b ≤ ω|ĝk|b,

for all 0 < |k| < K = s/b. Finally, we recall thatψ̂0(y) ≡ 0. Then we obtain that
‖ψ‖a,b =

∑

0<|k|<K |ψ̂k|be2π|k|a ≤ ω
∑

k∈Z |ĝk|be2π|k|a = ω‖g‖a,b.
Remark6. We will denote byψ = GK(g

<K) the linear operator that sends the independent
termg<K of the truncated linear equation (23) to the solutionψ with zero average. Note that
the solutionψ has no harmonics of order≥ K.

Lemma 16. If m ≥ 1, s ∈ (0, 1), K = s/b, andG ∈ Xa,b,m, then the truncated linear
equation (24) has a solutionΨ ∈ Xa,b,m−1 such that

‖Ψ‖a,b,m−1 ≤ Ω‖G•‖a,b,m,
whereG• = π•(G), Ω = Ω(s) = (ω(s) + 1)max{1, ω(s)}, andω(s) is defined in (25).

Proof. Let G = (ymg1, y
m+1g2) andΨ = (ym−1ψ1, y

mψ2). Then the vectorial equation
Ψ ◦ A− AΨ = (G•)<K reads as

{

ψ1(x+ y, y)− ψ1(x, y) = y
(

ψ2(x, y) + g<K
1 (x, y)

)

,

ψ2(x+ y, y)− ψ2(x, y) = y(g<K
2 (x, y)− g∗2(y)).

Let ψ2 = GK(g
<K
2 − g∗2) − g∗1 andψ1 = GK(ψ2 + g<K

1 ). These operations are well-defined
since bothg2 − g∗2 andψ2 + g1 have zero average. As for the bounds,

‖ψ2‖a,b ≤ ω‖g2 − g∗2‖a,b + ‖g1‖a,b ≤ Ω‖G•‖a,b,m,
‖ψ1‖a,b ≤ ω‖ψ2 + g<K

1 ‖a,b
≤ ω‖ψ2 + g∗1‖a,b + ω‖g<K

1 − g∗1‖a,b
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≤ ω2‖g2 − g∗2‖a,b + ω‖g1‖a,b ≤ Ω‖G•‖a,b,m,
where we have used Lemma 15.

Lemma 17. Let l, n ∈ N, 0 < α < min{a/3, 1/2π}, 0 < β < b/2, c1, c2 > 0, andc = c1+c2,
such that

b+ bnc < α + β, bn+1c < β. (26)

LetM =M(α, b, β, c1, c2, l, n) = (1 + bnc)l+1bl−1 (α−1 + bβ−1 + l + 1). Let∆ ∈ Xa,b,l. Let
Γ1,Γ2 ∈ Xa−2α,b−2β,n with ‖Γj‖a−2α,b−2β,n ≤ cj. LetL(x, y) = (x + ηy, y) with |η| ≤ 1.
Then,

(i) ∆ ◦ (L+ Γ1)−∆ ◦ (L+ Γ2) ∈ Xa−3α,b−2β,n+l,

(ii) |∆ ◦ (L+ Γ1)−∆ ◦ (L+ Γ2)|a−2α,b−2β,n+1 ≤M |∆|a,b,l|Γ1 − Γ2|a−2α,b−2β,n, and

(iii) ‖∆ ◦ (L+ Γ1)−∆ ◦ (L+ Γ2)‖a−3α,b−2β,n+1 ≤Mα−1‖∆‖a,b,l‖Γ1 − Γ2‖a−2α,b−2β,n.

Proof. Let Γ = Γ1 − Γ2. Then|Γ|a−2α,b−2β,n ≤ ‖Γ‖a−2α,b−2β,n ≤ c and

∆ ◦ (L+ Γ1)−∆ ◦ (L+ Γ2) =

∫ 1

0

(D∆ ◦ (L+ tΓ)) · Γ dt.

Let (xt, yt) = (L + tΓ)(x, y) = (x + ηy + tynγ1(x, y), y + tyn+1γ2(x, y)), with t ∈ [0, 1]

fixed. We deduce from conditions (26) that(x0, y0) and(x1, y1) belong toDa−α,b−β for all
(x, y) ∈ Da−2α,b−2β . Therefore,(xt, yt) ∈ Da−α,b−β by convexity of the domain, and so, the
composition∆ ◦ (L+ tΓ) is well-defined on the domainDa−2α,b−2β .

A simple computation shows that the productD∆(xt, yt) · Γ(x, y) is equal to
(

yl−1
t yn+1 (y−1yt∂1δ1(xt, yt)γ1(x, y) + (yt∂2δ1(xt, yt) + lδ1(xt, yt)) γ2(x, y))

ylty
n+1 (y−1yt∂1δ2(xt, yt)γ1(x, y) + (yt∂2δ2(xt, yt) + (l + 1)δ2(xt, yt)) γ2(x, y))

)

.

Let us bound the elements above. On the one hand,|γi(x, y)| ≤ |Γ|a−2α,b−2β,n ≤ c,
|yt| = |y + tyn+1γ2(x, y)| ≤ (1 + bnc)|y|, and |y| < b for all (x, y) ∈ Da−2α,b−2β . On
the other hand,|δi(xs, ys)| ≤ |∆|a,b,l and the Cauchy estimates imply that

|∂1δi(xt, yt)| ≤ α−1|∆|a,b,l, |∂2δi(xt, yt)| ≤ β−1|∆|a,b,l.
From the previous bounds and the definitions of both norms, wededuce that

|(D∆ ◦ (L+ tΓ)) · Γ|a−2α,b−2β,n+l ≤M ′|∆|a,b,l|Γ|a−2α,b−2β,n,

for all t ∈ [0, 1], whereM ′ = (1 + bnc)l+1 (α−1 + bβ−1 + l + 1). Thus,

|∆ ◦ (L+ Γ1)−∆ ◦ (L+ Γ2)|a−2α,b−2β,n+l ≤M ′|∆|a,b,l|Γ|a−2α,b−2β,n,

‖∆ ◦ (L+ Γ1)−∆ ◦ (L+ Γ2)‖a−3α,b−2β,n+l ≤ α−1M ′‖∆‖a,b,l‖Γ‖a−2α,b−2β,n.

This proves the first item. The other items follow from the bounds| · |a,b,n+1 ≤ bl−1| · |a,b,n+l

and‖ · ‖a,b,n+1 ≤ bl−1‖ · ‖a,b,n+l, sinceM =M ′bl−1.
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Lemma 18. Let n ∈ N, 0 < α < min{a/3, 1/2π}, 0 < β < b/2, andp > 0 such that
conditions (26) hold withc = 2p. LetΦ = I + Ψ, with Ψ ∈ Xa,b,n and‖Ψ‖a,b,n ≤ p. Then
Φ(Da′,b′) ⊂ Da′+α,b′+β for all 0 < a′ ≤ a and0 < b′ ≤ b.

LetM∗ = M(α, b, β, p, p, n, n), whereM is defined in Lemma 17. IfM∗bp < 1, thenΦ
is invertible and the inverse changeΦ−1 satisfies the following properties:

(i) Φ−1 = I + Υ for someΥ ∈ Xa−2α,b−2β,n such that|Υ|a−2α,b−2β,n ≤ |Ψ|a,b,n,

(ii) Φ−1(Da′,b′) ⊂ Da′+α,b′+β for all 0 < a′ ≤ a− 2α and0 < b′ ≤ b− 2β, and

(iii) ‖Υ+Ψ‖a−3α,b−2β,n+1 ≤M∗α
−1‖Ψ‖2a,b,n.

Proof. Note that|Ψ|a,b,n ≤ ‖Ψ‖a,b,n ≤ p. Conditions (26) imply thatbnp < α andbn+1p < β.
Therefore,Φ(Da′,b′) ⊂ Da′+α,b′+β for all 0 < a′ ≤ a and 0 < b′ ≤ b. Analogously,
if Υ ∈ Xa−2α,b−2β,n and |Υ|a−2α,b−2β,n ≤ p, then (I + Υ)(Da′,b′) ⊂ Da′+α,b′+β for all
0 < a′ ≤ a− 2α, 0 < b′ ≤ b− 2β.

We denote byB the closed ball inXa−2α,b−2β,n of radiusp in the sup-norm. Let us prove
that the functionalP : B → B, P(Υ) = −Ψ ◦ (I + Υ), is a well-defined contraction with
Lipschitz constant

LipP ≤ M∗b|Ψ|a,b,n ≤M∗bp < 1. (27)

First, we observe that

|P(Υ)|a−2α,b−2β,n ≤ |Ψ|a,b,n ≤ p, ∀Υ ∈ B, (28)

soP(B) ⊂ B. Second, we boundP(Υ)− P(Ξ) = Ψ ◦ (I + Ξ)−Ψ ◦ (I + Υ) as follows:

|P(Υ)−P(Ξ)|a−2α,b−2β,n ≤ b|P(Υ)− P(Ξ)|a−2α,b−2β,n+1

≤M∗b|Ψ|a,b,n|Ξ−Υ|a−2α,b−2β,n. (29)

The first inequality is direct, and the second comes from Lemma 17 with∆ = Ψ, Γ1 = Ξ,
Γ2 = Υ, L = I, cj = p, and l = n. This proves thatP is a contraction with Lipschitz
constant (27). Thus,P has a unique fixed pointΥ ∈ B which satisfies that

(I + Ψ) ◦ (I + Υ) = I + Υ +Ψ ◦ (I + Υ) = I + Υ− P(Υ) = I

on Da−2α,b−2β . Therefore, the inverse mapΦ−1 exists and equalsI + Υ. Furthermore,
|Υ|a−2α,b−2β,n ≤ |Ψ|a,b,n follows from (28). Finally,

‖Υ+Ψ‖a−3α,b−2β,n+1 ≤ α−1|Υ+Ψ|a−2α,b−2β,n+1

≤ α−1|P(Υ)−P(0)|a−2α,b−2β,n+1

≤M∗α
−1|Ψ|a,b,n|Υ|a−2α,b−2β,n

≤M∗α
−1|Ψ|2a,b,n ≤ M∗α

−1‖Ψ‖2a,b,n.
We have used the second inequality of equation (29) withΞ = 0.
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5.4. Proof of Lemma 13

We recall thatF = A + G with G = π∗(G) + π•(G) = G∗ + G• ∈ Xa,b,m, d∗ = ‖G∗‖a,b,m,
d• = ‖G•‖a,b,m, d∗ + d• ≤ d̄, andm ≥ 6. Let s =

√
ρ ∈ (ρ, 1). LetΩ = Ω(s) = Ω(

√
ρ) > 0

be the constant introduced in Lemma 16 andσ = 1 + 2Ω. Let Φ = I + Ψ be the change
of variables whereΨ ∈ Xa,b,m−1 is the solution given in Lemma 16 of the truncated linear
equationΨ ◦ A− AΨ = (G•)<K with K = s/b, so that

|Ψ|a′,b′,m−1 ≤ ‖Ψ‖a′,b′,m−1 ≤ Ω‖G•‖a′,b′,m ≤ Ωd•, (30)

for all 0 < a′ ≤ a and0 < b′ ≤ b. Let Φ−1 = I + Υ be the inverse change studied in
Lemma 18. LetF̃ = Φ−1 ◦ F ◦ Φ be the transformed map. Let̃G = F̃ − A be the new
remainder.

Henceforth, we will assume thatα, b, andβ are some positive constants such that

b ≤ α < min{a/6, 1/2π}, 0 < β < b/4, b+σbm−1d̄ < α+β, σbmd̄ < min(α, β).(31)

We split the proof in four steps.
Step 1: Control of the domains.Note thatF̃ (Da′,b′) ⊂ Da′+4α,b′+3β for all 0 < a′ ≤ a − 4α

and0 < b′ ≤ b− 4β. Indeed,

F̃ : Da′,b′
Φ−→ Da′+α,b′+β

F−→ Da′+3α,b′+2β
Φ−1

−→ Da′+4α,b′+3β .

The behaviours of the changesΦ andΦ−1 follow directly from Lemma 18, which can be
applied since conditions (31) are more restrictive than theones required in Lemma 18 when
p = Ωd̄ andn = m− 1. We also need thata′ + 2α ≤ a− 2α andb′ + 2β ≤ b− 2β in order
to control the inverseΦ−1, which explains the restrictions ona′ andb′.

The behaviour of the mapF = A+G follows from the bound

|G|a,b,m ≤ ‖G‖a,b,m ≤ ‖G∗‖a,b,m + ‖G•‖a,b,m = d∗ + d• ≤ d̄

and conditionsb+ bmd̄ < 2α andbm+1d̄ < β, which are also a consequence of (31).
Step 2: Decomposition of the new remainder.It turns out thatG̃ = G∗ +

∑4
j=1 G̃j , where

G̃1 = (G•)≥K = G• − (G•)<K , G̃2 = G ◦ Φ−G,

G̃3 = Ψ ◦ A−Ψ ◦ F ◦ Φ, G̃4 = (Υ + Ψ) ◦ (F ◦ Φ). (32)

Indeed,G∗ + G̃1 + G̃2 = G ◦ Φ− (G•)<K andG̃3 + G̃4 = Ψ ◦ A+Υ ◦ (F ◦ Φ), so

G∗ +
∑4

j=1 G̃j = G ◦ Φ + AΨ+Υ ◦ (F ◦ Φ)
= (F − A) ◦ Φ + A(Φ− I) + (Φ−1 − I) ◦ (F ◦ Φ)
= Φ−1 ◦ F ◦ Φ−A = G̃.

Finally, letG̃∗ = π∗(G̃) = G∗ +
∑4

j=2 π
∗(Gj) andG̃• = π•(G̃) =

∑4
j=1 π

•(Gj).
Step 3: Bounds of the projections of the new remainder.Lemma 14 and the bound (30) will
be used several times in what follows. Below, we apply Lemma 17 (twice) and Lemma 18
(once). The required hypotheses in each case are satisfied due to conditions (31).
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• If ã < a andb̃ ≤ b, then

‖G̃1‖ã,b̃,m = ‖(G•)≥K‖ã,b̃,m ≤ e−2πK(a−ã)‖G•‖a,b̃,m ≤ e−2πK(a−ã)d•.

• If ã ≤ a− 3α andb̃ ≤ b− 2β, then

‖G̃2‖ã,b̃,m ≤M2α
−1‖G‖ã+3α,b̃+2β,m‖Ψ‖ã+α,b̃,m−1

≤ ΩM2α
−1‖G‖ã+3α,b̃+2β,m‖G•‖ã+α,b̃,m

≤ ΩM2α
−1d̄d•.

The first inequality follows from Lemma 17 with∆ = G, L = I, Γ1 = Ψ, Γ2 = 0,
l = m, andn = m− 1, so thatM2 =M(α, b, β,Ωd̄, 0, m,m− 1).

• If ã ≤ a − 2α and b̃ ≤ b − β, then ‖F ◦ Φ − A‖ã,b̃,m−1 ≤ σ‖G‖a,b,m. Indeed,
F ◦ Φ− A = AΨ +G ◦ Φ and

‖AΨ‖ã,b̃,m−1 ≤ 2‖Ψ‖ã,b̃,m−1 ≤ 2Ω‖G•‖ã,b̃,m ≤ 2Ωd• ≤ 2Ωd̄,

‖G ◦ Φ‖ã,b̃,m−1 ≤ α−1|G ◦ Φ|ã+α,b̃,m−1 ≤ α−1|G|ã+2α,b̃+β,m−1

≤ α−1‖G‖ã+2α,b̃+β,m−1 ≤ bα−1‖G‖ã+2α,b̃+β,m

≤ bα−1‖G‖a,b,m ≤ ‖G‖a,b,m ≤ d̄.

We have used thatΦ(Dã+α,b̃) ⊂ Dã+2α,b̃+β to bound|G ◦ Φ|ã,b̃,m−1.

• If ã ≤ a− 3α andb̃ ≤ b− 2β, then

‖G̃3‖ã,b̃,m ≤M3α
−1‖Ψ‖ã+3α,b̃+2β,m−1‖F ◦ Φ− A‖ã+α,b̃,m−1

≤M3α
−1Ω‖G•‖ã+3α,b̃+2β,mσd̄

≤ ΩσM3α
−1d̄d•.

The first inequality follows from Lemma 17 with∆ = Ψ, L = A, Γ1 = 0, Γ2 =

F ◦ Φ− A, l = m− 1, andn = m− 1, so thatM3 =M(α, b, β, 0, σd̄,m− 1, m− 1).

• If ã ≤ a− 6α andb̃ ≤ b− 4β, then

‖G̃4‖ã,b̃,m ≤ α−1|(Υ + Ψ) ◦ (F ◦ Φ)|ã+α,b̃,m ≤ α−1|Υ+Ψ|ã+3α,b̃+2β,m

≤ α−1‖Υ+Ψ‖ã+α,b̃,m ≤M4α
−2‖Ψ‖2

ã+6α,b̃+4β,m−1

≤M4α
−2
(

Ω‖G•‖ã+6α,b̃+4β,m

)2

≤ Ω2M4α
−2(d•)2 ≤ Ω2M4α

−2d̄d•.

The second inequality uses the inclusion(F ◦ Φ)(Dã+α,b̃) ⊂ Dã+3α,b̃+2β. The fourth
one follows from Lemma 18 withM4 = M(α, b, β,Ωd̄,Ωd̄, m− 1, m− 1). We need to
verify the hypothesisM∗bp < 1 in this last lemma. It turns out thatM∗bp = M4bΩd̄ =

O(bm−2), so it suffices to take0 < b ≤ b̄, with b̄ small enough.

• If ã ≤ a− 6α andb̃ ≤ b− 4β, then

‖G̃∗‖ã,b̃,m ≤ ‖G∗‖ã,b̃,m +
∑4

j=2 ‖G̃j‖ã,b̃,m ≤ d∗ + M̃d̄d•,

‖G̃•‖ã,b̃,m ≤ ∑4
j=1 ‖G̃j‖ã,b̃,m ≤

(

e−2πK(a−ã) + M̃d̄
)

d•,

whereM̃ = Ωα−1 (M2 + σM3 + Ωα−1M4) and the constantsMj , j = 2, 3, 4, have been
defined previously.
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Step 4: Choice of the loss of analyticity domain.We setα = b andβ = µb2/4. If b̄ > 0 is
small enough, then conditions (31) hold for all0 < b ≤ b̄. In addition,

M =M(α, b, β, c1, c2, l, n) = O(bl−2) asb→ 0+,

whereM is the expression introduced in Lemma 17. If we takeã = a− 6α andb̃ = b− 4β,
then the bounds of the previous step imply that

‖G̃∗‖ã,b̃,m ≤ d∗ + M̃d̄d•, ‖G̃•‖ã,b̃,m ≤
(

e−12πKb + M̃d̄
)

d•,

whereM̃ = M̃(b; d,m, s) = Ωb−1 (M2 + σM3 + Ωb−1M4) = O(bm−5). We recall that
m ≥ 6, 0 < ρ < s < 1, andK = s/b. Hence, if0 < b ≤ b̄ andb̄ is small enough, then

‖G̃∗‖ã,b̃,m ≤ d∗ + e−12πρd•, ‖G̃•‖ã,b̃,m ≤ e−12πρd•.

Indeed,M̃d̄ ≤ e−12πρ − e−12πs ≤ e−12πρ if we take a small enough value ofb̄.
This ends the proof of the iterative lemma.

5.5. Proof of Theorem 12

Setρ =
√
r ∈ (0, 1), µ = 6(1 − ρ)/(ā − ă), andΩ = Ω(

√
ρ), where the functionΩ(s)

is defined in Lemma 16. Let̄b be the positive constant associated to the integerm ≥ 6

in Lemma 13, the numbers̄a, d̄, µ > 0, and the exponentρ ∈ (0, 1). Let c1 = c1(r) =

Ω
∑

n≥0 e
−12πρn, c2 = c2(r) =

∑

n≥1 e
−12πρn, andc3 = c3(r) = e12πρ.

Let us check that̄b, c1, c2, andc3 satisfy the properties given in Theorem 12.
Let a0 = ā, d∗0 = d̄∗, d•0 = d̄•, 0 < b0 = b̆/ρ ≤ b̄, F0 = F̄ = A + Ḡ be the map given

in (19),G∗
0 = π∗(Ḡ), andG•

0 = π•(Ḡ). By recursively applying Lemma 13, we obtain a
sequence of changes of variablesΦn = I + Ψn, with Ψn ∈ Xan−1,bn−1,m−1, and a sequence of
mapsFn = A+Gn, withGn = G∗

n +G•
n,G∗

n ∈ X ∗
an,bn,m

andG•
n ∈ X •

an,bn,m
, such that

‖Ψn‖an−1,bn−1,m−1 ≤ Ωd•n−1, ‖G∗
n‖an,bn,m ≤ d∗n, ‖G•

n‖an,bn,m ≤ d•n,

with an+1 = an − 6bn, bn+1 = bn − µb2n, d∗n+1 = d∗n + e−12πρd•n, andd•n+1 = e−12πρd•n.
Let N be the biggest integer satisfyingNb0 ≤ (ā − ă)/6. The sequences(an)0≤n≤N ,

(bn)0≤n≤N , and(d•n)0≤n≤N are decreasing. The sequence(d∗n)0≤n≤N is increasing. Indeed,

aN = aN−1 − 6bN−1 ≥ aN−1 − 6b0 ≥ · · · ≥ a0 − 6Nb0 ≥ ă,

bN = bN−1 − µb2N−1 ≥ bN−1 − µb20 ≥ · · · ≥ (1− µNb0)b0 ≥ ρb0 = b̆,

d•N ≤ e−12πρd•N−1 ≤ · · · ≤ e−12πρNd•0 ≤ c3e
−2πr(ā−ă)/b̆d̄•,

d∗N ≤ d∗N−1 + e−12πρd•N−1 ≤ · · · ≤ d∗0 +
(

∑N
n=1 e

−12πρn
)

d•0 ≤ d̄∗ + c2d̄
•,

andd∗n + d•n ≤ d∗N + d•0 ≤ d̄∗ + (1 + c2)d̄
• ≤ d̄ for all n = 0, . . . , N .

We can applyN times the iterative lemma. Let̆F = A + Ğ = A + GN = FN be the
map obtained after thoseN steps. Then

‖π∗(Ğ)‖ă,b̆,m ≤ ‖π∗(GN)‖aN ,bN ,m ≤ d∗N ≤ d̄∗ + c2d̄
•,

‖π•(Ğ)‖ă,b̆,m ≤ ‖π•(GN)‖aN ,bN ,m ≤ d•N ≤ c3e
−2πr(ā−ă)/b̆d̄•.
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Finally, letΦ̆ = ΦN ◦ · · · ◦Φ1 be the change of variables such thatF̆ = Φ̆−1 ◦ F̄ ◦ Φ̆. We want
to check that̆Φ = I + Ψ̆ for someΨ̆ ∈ Xă,b̆,m−1 such that|Ψ̆|ă,b̆,m−1 ≤ c1d̄

•. We note that

Ψ̆ = Ψ1 + · · ·+ΨN ,

where each term of the above summation is evaluated at a different argument. Nevertheless,
those arguments are not important when computing the sup-norm:

|Ψ̆|ă,b̆,m−1 ≤
N
∑

n=1

|Ψn|an−1,bn−1,m−1 ≤ Ω
N−1
∑

n=0

d•n ≤ Ωd•0

N−1
∑

n=0

e−12πρn = c1d̄
•.

This ends the proof of Theorem 12.

5.6. Proof of Theorem 3

Let us begin with a simple, but essential, chain of inequalities associated to certain analyticity
strip widths that will appear along the proof. Ifα ∈ (0, a∗), then there existsr ∈ (0, 1), b̄ > 0,
and some analyticity strip widthsa2, ā = am, andă = b̄, such that

0 < b̄ =: ă := ā− (1 + b̄)α/r < ā := am < a2 < a∗. (33)

The first two reductions (that is, froma∗ to a2 and froma2 to am) are as small as we want.
The third reduction (from̄a = am to ă = ā − (1 + b̄)α/r) should be a little bigger thanα
in order to get the desired exponentially small upper bound with the exponentα. The fourth
reduction (that is, from̆a = b̄ to 0) is also small, sincēb can be taken as small as necessary.

This decreasing positive sequence of analyticity strip widths is associated to a similar
sequence of analyticity radii. To be precise, we will construct a sequence of the form

b < b̆ < b̄ ≤ bm < b2 < b∗, b̆ := b+ b2 < b̄
√
r.

The inequalitȳb ≤ bm does not correspond to a true reduction, but to a restrictionon the size
of b̄. Note that we have consumed all the analyticity strip width after the last reduction, but
we still keep a positive analyticity radiusb.

We split the proof in the eight steps.
Step 1: Control of the Fourier norm.If the analytic mapf satisfies the properties (i)–(iii)
listed in Lemma 1, then the mapF2 = A + G2 := f is real analytic and has the intersection
property on the cylinderT × (−b∗, b∗), can be extended to the complex domainDa∗,b∗, and
has the form (6). The Fourier norm‖G2‖a∗,b∗,2 may be infinite, but‖G2‖a2,b2,2 < ∞ for any
a2 ∈ (0, a∗) andb2 ∈ (0, b∗).
Step 2: Application of the averaging lemma.Once fixed an integerm ≥ 6 and any
am ∈ (0, a2), we know from Lemma 11 that there exist an analytical radiusbm ∈ (0, b2)

and a change of variables of the formΦm = I + Ψm for someΨm ∈ Xam,bm,1 such that the
transformed mapFm = Φ−1

m ◦ F2 ◦ Φm is real analytic, has the intersection property on the
cylinderT× (−bm, bm), and has the formFm = A+Gm for someGm ∈ Xam,bm,m.
Step 3: Application of Theorem 12.Let r ∈ (0, 1) be the number that appears in (33). Set
F̄ = A+ Ḡ = A +Gm, ā = am, andd̄ = ‖π∗(Ḡ)‖ā,bm,m + (1 + c2(r))‖π•(Ḡ)‖ā,bm,m.
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Let b̄ = b̄(m, ā, d̄, r) > 0 be the constant stated in Theorem 12. We can assume that
b̄ ≤ bm and the condition (33) holds, by taking a smallerb̄ > 0 if necessary. Letb′∗ ∈ (0, b∗)

be defined byb′∗ + (b′∗)
2 = b̄

√
r. Fix any b ∈ (0, b′∗). Set ă = ā − (1 + b̄)α/r and

b̆ = b+ b2 ≤ b′∗ + (b′∗)
2 = b̄

√
r.

If d̄∗ and d̄• are the norms defined in (19), then̄d∗ + (1 + c2d̄
•) ≤ d̄. Hence, we

can apply Theorem 12 to obtain a change of variablesΦ̆ = I + Ψ̆, with Ψ̆ ∈ Xă,b̆,m and

|Ψ̆|ă,b̆,m−1 ≤ c1d̄
• ≤ c1d̄, and a transformed map̆F = A+ Ğ = Φ̆−1 ◦ F̄ ◦ Φ̆, with Ğ ∈ Xă,b̆,m,

|π•(Ğ)|ă,b̆,m ≤ ‖π•(Ğ)‖ă,b̆,m ≤ c3e
−2πr(ā−ă)/b̆d̄• ≤ c3e

−2πα(1+b̄)/b̆d̄ ≤ c3e
−2πα/bd̄, and

|π∗(Ğ)|ă,b̆,m ≤ ‖π∗(Ğ)‖ă,b̆,m ≤ d̄.

Step 4: Uniform estimates on the changeΦ = Φm ◦ Φ̆. By construction,̆Φ = I + Ψ̆, with
Ψ̆ ∈ Xă,b̆,m−1 and|Ψ̆|ă,b̆,m−1 ≤ M̆ , where the constant̆M := c1d̄ does not depend onb. Thus,

Φ̆(x, y) =
(

x+ ym−1ψ̆1(x, y), y + ymψ̆2(x, y)
)

for some functions̆ψj(x, y) analytic onDă,b̆ = Db̄,b+b2 such that|ψ̆j|b̄,b+b2 ≤ M̆ . The Cauchy
estimates imply that

|ψ̆j(x, y)| ≤ M̆, |∂1ψ̆j(x, y)| ≤ b̄−1M̆, |∂2ψ̆j(x, y)| ≤ b−2M̆,

for all (x, y) ∈ T× Bb and, in particular, for all(x, y) ∈ T× (−b, b). Hence,

Φ̆(x, y) =
(

x+O(ym−1), y +O(ym)
)

, det
[

Φ̆(x, y)
]

= 1 + O(ym−2),

for all (x, y) ∈ T × (−b, b), where theO(ym−2), O(ym−1), andO(ym) terms are uniform in
b. We recall thatm ≥ 6 and the changeΦm satisfies properties (17), so the complete change
Φ = Φm ◦ Φ̆ satisfies the properties stated in Theorem 3.
Step 5: Exponentially small bound on the remainderG. After all these changes of variables,
we have the mapF = A + G := F̆ , with G := Ğ ∈ Xă,b̆,m, |π∗(G)|ă,b̆,m ≤ d̄ and
|π•(G)|ă,b̆,m ≤ c3d̄e

−2πα/b. We can boundG∗ = π∗(G) by using the bound onG• = π•(G)

and the intersection property ofF on the cylinderT× (−b, b). We recall that if

G(ξ, η) = (ηmg1(ξ, η), η
m+1g2(ξ, η)),

for someg1, g2 ∈ Xa,b, then

G∗(ξ, η) = (0, ηm+1g∗2(η)), G•(ξ, η) = (ηmg1(ξ, η), η
m+1g•2(ξ, η)),

whereg∗2(η) is the average ofg2(ξ, η) andg•2 = g2 − g∗2. Fix anyη0 ∈ (−b, b). We know that

F (T× {η0}) ∩ (T× {η0}) 6= ∅.
Therefore, there existsξ0 ∈ T such thatg∗2(η0) + g•2(ξ0, η0) = 0, and so

|g∗2(η)| ≤ sup
T×Bb

|g•2| ≤ |G•|ă,b̆,m ≤ c3d̄e
−2πα/b, ∀η ∈ (−b, b).

This implies that|gj(ξ, η)| ≤ |G|ă,b̆,m ≤ |G∗|ă,b̆,m + |G•|ă,b̆,m ≤ 2c3d̄e
−2πα/b for all

(ξ, η) ∈ T× (−b, b).
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Step 6: Exponentially small bounds on some derivatives of the remainder.We recall that

max {|g1(ξ, η)|, |g•2(ξ, η)|} ≤ |G•|ă,b̆,m ≤ c3d̄e
−2πα/b

for all (ξ, η) ∈ Dă,b̆ = Db̄,b+b2 . Thus, we get from∂1g2 = ∂1g
•
2 and the Cauchy estimates that

|∂1gj(ξ, η)| ≤ c3d̄ b̄
−1e−2πα/b,

max {|∂2g1(ξ, η)|, |∂2g•2(ξ, η)|} ≤ c3d̄b
−2e−2πα/b,

for all (ξ, η) ∈ T× (−b, b).
Step 7: A crude bound on the derivative ofg∗2. We recall thatG∗(ξ, η) = (0, ηm+1g∗2(η)), so

|g∗2(η)| ≤ |G∗|ă,b̆,m ≤ d̄, ∀η ∈ Bb̆ = Bb+b2 .

Therefore, the Cauchy estimates imply that|(g∗2)′(η)| ≤ b−2d̄ for all η ∈ Bb and, in particular,
for all η ∈ (−b, b).
Step 8: Computation of the constantK. By combining the inequalities obtained in Steps 5–7,
we get that|gj(ξ, η)| ≤ Ke−2πα/b and|∂igj(ξ, η)| ≤ Kb−2 for all T× (−b, b), provided

K = d̄max {2c3, c3 + 1} .
This ends the proof of Theorem 3.

6. Proof of Theorem 4

6.1. A space of matrix functions

Henceforth, letIb = (−b, b) ⊂ R andSb = T × Ib with b > 0. LetS be any compact subset
of Sb. Letµ ∈ N. LetMS,µ be the set of all matrix functionsΓ : S → M2×2(R) of the form

Γ(ξ, η) =

(

ηµγ11(ξ, η) ηµ−1γ12(ξ, η)

ηµ+1γ12(ξ, η) ηµγ22(ξ, η)

)

,

for some continuous functionsγij : S → R. The setMS,µ is a Banach space with the norm

‖Γ‖S,µ = max {|γij(ξ, η)| : (ξ, η) ∈ S, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2} .

Lemma 19. LetS ⊂ Sb, Γ ∈ MS,µ, ∆ ∈ MS,ν, andA =

(

1 1

0 1

)

. Letk ∈ N andj ∈ Z.

Letf : S → S be a map of the form (10) with|g2(ξ, η)| ≤ K0 for all (ξ, η) ∈ S. Then:

(i) Γ∆ ∈ MS,µ+ν and‖Γ∆‖S,µ+ν ≤ 2‖Γ‖S,µ‖∆‖S,ν.
(ii) AkΓ ∈ MS,µ and‖AkΓ‖S,µ ≤ (1 + bk)‖Γ‖S,µ.

(iii) ΓAk ∈ MS,µ and‖ΓAk‖S,µ ≤ (1 + bk)‖Γ‖S,µ.

(iv) Γ ◦ f j ∈ MS,µ and‖Γ ◦ f j‖S,µ ≤ (1 +K0b
m)(µ+1)|j|‖Γ‖S,µ.

Proof. It is a straightforward computation.
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6.2. A technical lemma

Let f be an analytic map of the form (10). Letp and q be two relatively prime integers.
There exist two curvesR = graph ζ andR̂ = graph ζ̂ and two RICsR± = graph ζ± with
Diophantine rotation numbersω− < p/q < ω+, all four contained in a small neighborhood
of T × {p/q}, such thatf q projectsR onto R̂ along the vertical direction andR andR̂ are
contained in the strip of the cylinder enclosed by the RICsR±. Following Birkhoff [4, Section
VI] and Arnold [2, Section 20], all(p, q)-periodic points off are contained inR∩R̂. Besides,
we will see later on that the (geometric) area enclosed betweenR andR̂ is an upper bound of
the quantities∆(p,q). These are the reasons for the study ofR andR̂.

Let us prove that these four curves exist for big enough periods q. In this case, “big
enough” only depends on the size of the nonintegrable terms of f , the size of the neighborhood
of T×{p/q}, the exponentm, and the winding numberp. On the contrary, itdoes not depend
on the particular map at hand. Therefore, every time that we ask q to be “big enough” along
the proof of the following lemma, it only depends on the quantitiesK0 > 0, c > 1, m ≥ 4,
p ∈ Z \ {0}, andq′∗ ∈ N fixed at the first line of the next statement.

Lemma 20. Let K0 > 0, c > 1, m ≥ 4, and p, q′∗ ∈ N. Let q ≥ q′∗ be an integer
relatively prime withp. Setb = c2p/q. Let f : Sb → T × R be an analytic map of the
form (10) such that|gj(ξ, η)| ≤ K0 and |∂igj(ξ, η)| ≤ K0b

−2 for all (ξ, η) ∈ Sb. Let
(ξq, ηq) = f q(ξ, η). Let I = (p/c2q, c2p/q), I− = (p/c2q, p/cq), and I+ = (cp/q, c2p/q).
There existsq′′∗ = q′′∗ (K0, c,m, p, q

′
∗) ≥ q′∗ such that, ifq ≥ q′′∗ , the following properties hold:

(i) The mapf has two RICsR± ⊂ T × I± ⊂ Sb whose internal dynamics is conjugated to
a rigid rotation of anglesω± ∈ I±, respectively;

(ii) If S is the compact subset ofSb enclosed byR− andR+, then

∂ξq
∂η

(ξ, η) > 0, ∀(ξ, η) ∈ S; (34)

(iii) There exist two unique analytic functionsζ : T → I and ζ̂ : T → I such that

f q(ξ, ζ(ξ)) = (ξ, ζ̂(ξ)), ∀ξ ∈ T, (35)

and all the(p, q)-periodic points of the restrictionf |S are contained ingraph ζ .

The same statement holds ifp is a negative integer,b = c2|p|/q, I = (c2p/q, p/c2q),
I− = (c2p/q, cp/q), andI+ = (p/cq, p/c2q).

Proof. Let us assumep > 0. The casep < 0 is analogous.
First, the existence of the RICsR− andR+ follows from some quantitative estimates in

KAM theory established by Lazutkin [21, Theorem 2]. To be precise, Lazutkin proved that
there existsb′∗ = b′∗(K0) > 0 such that ifω ∈ (−b′∗, b′∗) satisfies the Diophantine condition

2|ω − i/j| ≥ |i|j−4 (36)

for all integersj ≥ 1 and i, thenf has a RICR = {η = ω + O(ωm)} whose internal
dynamics isC l-conjugated to a rigid rotation of angleω, for a suitablel ≥ 1. The conjugation
is O(1/qm−1)-close to the identity. Item (i) follows directly from this estimate, because there
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exist some real numbersω+ ∈ (c4/3p/q, c5/3p/q) ⊂ I+ andω− ∈ (p/c5/3q, p/c4/3q) ⊂ I−
satisfying the Diophantine condition (36), providedq is big enough.

Second, let us check that the power mapf q satisfies (34). The compact subsetS ⊂ Sb is
invariant byf , because it is delimited by RICs. Thus, all powers(ξj, ηj) = f j(ξ, η) are well
defined onS. We writeDf(ξ, η) = A+Γ(ξ, η), whereA was introduced in Lemma 19. Next,
we compute the differential of the power map:

Df q = (A+ Γq) · · · (A+ Γ1) = Aq +∆1 + · · ·+∆q, (37)

whereΓj = Γ ◦ f j and∆l is the sum of all the products of the formAk1Γj1 · · ·AklΓjlA
kl+1,

with ki ≥ 0, q ≥ j1 > j2 > · · · > jl ≥ 1, andq = l +
∑l+1

i=1 ki. These products are elements
of MS,ml, becauseΓ ∈ MS,m. Indeed, ifC = ‖Γ‖S,m, then
∥

∥Ak1Γj1 · · ·AklΓjlA
kl+1
∥

∥

S,ml
≤ 2l−1‖Ak1Γj1‖S,m · · · ‖Akl−1Γjl−1

‖S,m‖AklΓjlA
kl+1‖S,m

≤ 2l−1C l
∏l+1

i=1(1 + bki)
∏l

i=1(1 +K0b
m)(m+1)ji

≤ 2l−1C l exp
(

∑l+1
i=1 bki +

∑l
i=1(m+ 1)K0b

mji

)

≤ 2l−1C lec
2p+(m+1)K0c2mpm = C ′(2C)l,

where we have used Lemma 19, inequality1 + x ≤ ex for x ≥ 0,
∑l+1

i=1 ki ≤ q, l ≤ q, ji ≤ q,
b = c2p/q, andm ≥ 4. We have also definedC ′ = ec

2p+(m+1)K0c2mpm/2.
The matrix∆l is the sum of the products with preciselyl factorsΓj. This shows that

there are
(

q
l

)

terms inside∆l. Therefore,∆l ∈ MS,ml and

‖∆l‖S,ml ≤
(

q

l

)

∥

∥Ak1Γj1 · · ·AklΓjlA
kl+1
∥

∥

S,ml
≤ C ′(2Cq)l. (38)

The element of the first row and second column ofAq is equal toq, so
∣

∣

∣

∣

∂ξq
∂η

(ξ, η)− q

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ C ′

q
∑

l=1

(2Cq)lbml−1 ≤ C ′

b

q
∑

l=1

(

2K0qb
m−2
)l

≤ 4C ′K0qb
m−3 ≤ 4C ′K0c

2(m−3)pm−3,

for all (ξ, η) ∈ S ⊂ Sb, which implies the twist condition (34) provided thatq is big enough.
Here, we have used relation (37), bound (38),b = c2p/q, andm ≥ 4. We have also used that
C ≤ K0b

−2 and2K0qb
m−2 ≤ 1/2, providedq is big enough.

Third, we establish the existence of the functionsζ, ζ̂ : T → I. We know from
Lazutkin [21] thatR± = graph ζ± for some differentiable functionsζ± : T → I±. We
work with the liftsF , Ξq, andZ± of the objectsf , ξq, andζ±. The RICs are invariant, so
F q(ξ, Z±(ξ)) = (Ξ±(ξ), Z±(Ξ±(ξ))) for some differentiable functionsΞ± : R → R. If we
prove that there exist two unique analytic 1-periodic functionsZ, Ẑ : R → I such that

F q(ξ, Z(ξ)) = (ξ + p, Ẑ(ξ + p)), ∀ξ ∈ R, (39)

then item (iii) follows. Since the dynamics ofF q onR± is C l-conjugated to a rigid rotation
of angleqω+ through aO(1/qm−1)-close to the identity conjugation,

Ξ+(ξ) = ξ + qω+ +O(1/qm−1) ≥ ξ + cp+O(1/qm−1) > ξ + p
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provided thatq is big enough. Analogously, we obtainΞ−(ξ) < ξ + p. That is,

Ξq(ξ, Z−(ξ)) = Ξ−(ξ) < ξ + p < Ξ+(ξ) = Ξq(ξ, Z+(ξ)), ∀ξ ∈ R.

SinceΞq(ξ, η) is analytic and strictly increasing forη ∈ (Z−(ξ), Z+(ξ)) ⊂ I, we deduce that
there exists a unique functionZ : R → I such thatΞq(ξ, Z(ξ)) = ξ + p.

The functionS ∋ (ξ, η) 7→ G(ξ, η) := Ξq(ξ, η) − ξ − p is analytic and∂G
∂η
(ξ, η) > 0,

soZ is analytic by the Implicit Function Theorem. The1-periodicity ofZ follows from the
uniqueness and the propertyF q(ξ + 1, η) = F q(ξ, η) + (1, 0). FunctionẐ : R → I is
defined by means of relation (39). Finally, functionsζ, ζ̂ : T → I are the projections of
Z, Ẑ : R → I.

6.3. Proof of Theorem 4: Case(m,n) = (0, 1)

If (m,n) = (0, 1), by hypothesis, the mapg : T× I → T× I, (s, r) 7→ (s1, r1), is an analytic
exact twist map with a(a∗, b∗)-analytic(0, 1)-resonant RIC, such that̺− ≤ 0 ≤ ̺+. The map
f = gn = g satisfies the properties (i)–(iii) listed in Lemma 1 in some suitable coordinates
(x, y). Let (s, r) = Φ̃(x, y) be the associated change of variables. Letf̃ = Φ̃−1 ◦ f ◦ Φ̃ be
the new map defined in the domain (5). Note that the(a∗, b∗)-analytic(0, 1)-resonant RIC is
C ≡ {y = 0} in the(x, y) coordinates.

Let p be an integer such that1 ≤ |p| ≤ L. Let c ∈ (1, 2) such thatα < c2α < a∗. We
takec2α as theα appearing in Theorem 3,m = 4, andb = c2|p|/q, provided thatq is relatively
prime withp and is large enough so thatc2|p|/q < b′∗ = b′∗(α). That is,q > q′∗ := c2|p|/b′∗.

Hence, there existK0, K1 > 0, both independent ofq, and a change of coordinates
(x, y) = Φ(ξ, η) such thatf̄ = Φ−1 ◦ f̃ ◦ Φ : Sb → T × R is an analytic map of the
form (10) such that|gj(ξ, η)| ≤ K0e

−2πc2α/b = K0e
−2παq/|p| ≤ K0, |∂igj(ξ, η)| ≤ K0b

−2, and
sup{|det[DΦ(ξ, η)]|} ≤ K1 for all (ξ, η) ∈ Sb.

The mapf̄ : Sb → T × R satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 20 for anyq ≥ q′∗. Let
q∗ be the maximum value ofq′′∗ among the integers0 < |p| ≤ L. LetR± be the RICs with
rotation numbersω± given in Lemma 20. LetS be the compact subset ofSb enclosed by
R− andR+. Sincef is globally twist and̺ − < ω− < p/q < ω+ < ̺+, all the Birkhoff
(p, q)-periodic orbits off are contained inS. By Lemma 20, any(p, q)-periodic orbit inS
lies onR = graph ζ . Let Ω ⊂ S be the domain enclosed by the curvesR = graph ζ and
R̂ = graph ζ̂. LetB = (Φ̃ ◦ Φ)(Ω). LetK2 be the supremum of| det[DΦ̃]| in the compact
setT × [−b′∗, b′∗]. Let K = 4K0K1K2L(b

′
∗)

3. Then, following the arguments contained in
Subsection 2.2 about the difference of periodic actions, weget that

∆(p,q) ≤ Area[B] ≤ K1K2Area[Ω] = K1K2

∫

T

∣

∣

∣
ζ̂(ξ)− ζ(ξ)

∣

∣

∣
dξ

≤ K1K2qb
4K0e

−2παq/|p| ≤ Ke−2παq/|p|, (40)

for all relatively prime integersp and q with 1 ≤ |p| ≤ L and q ≥ q∗. We have used
expression (10),b = c2|p|/q ≤ b′∗, c

2 < 4, the bounds on the nonintegrable termsgj(ξ, η),
and the bounds on the Jacobians of the changes of variablesΦ andΦ̃.

This ends the proof of Theorem 4 when(m,n) = (0, 1).
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6.4. Proof of Theorem 4: General case

We reduce the general case to the previous one. We split the argument in four steps.
Step 1: About the rational rotation numbers.If C is a (m,n)-resonant RIC and(s, r) is
a (p, q)-periodic point ofg, thenC is a (m, 1)-resonant RIC and(s, r) is a (p′, q′)-periodic
point of the power mapf = gn, where

p′ =
np

gcd(n, q)
, q′ =

q

gcd(n, q)
.

By taking the suitable liftF of f , we can assume thatC is a(0, 1)-resonant RIC and(s, r) is
a (p′′, q′′)-periodic point off , with p′′/q′′ = p′/q′ −m. That is,

p′′ = p′ −mq′ =
np−mq

gcd(n, q)
, q′′ = q′ =

q

gcd(n, q)
. (41)

If p andq are relatively prime integers such that1 ≤ |np−mq| ≤ L andq ≥ q∗, p′′ andq′′ are
relatively prime integers such that|p′′| ≤ L/ gcd(n, q) ≤ L andq′′ ≥ q∗/ gcd(n, q) ≥ q∗/n.
Step 2: About the Lagrangians.LetG andF = Gn be the lifts ofg andf = gn we are dealing
with. If G∗λ− λ = dh, then

F ∗λ− λ =
n−1
∑

j=0

[(

Gj+1
)∗
λ−

(

Gj
)∗
λ
]

=
n−1
∑

j=0

d(h ◦Gj) = d

(

n−1
∑

j=0

h ◦Gj

)

,

soℓ(s0, sn) := h(s0, s1)+h(s1, s2)+ · · ·+h(sn−1, sn) is a Lagrangian off . This Lagrangian
is well defined in a neighboorhood of the resonant RICC, becausef is twist onC.
Step 3: About the periodic actions.Let O be the(p, q)-periodic orbit ofg through the point
(s, r), beingW (p,q)[O] its (p, q)-periodic action. LetO′′ be the(p′′, q′′)-periodic orbit off
through the same point, beingW ′′(p′′,q′′)[O′′] its (p′′, q′′)-periodic action. We deduce from the
previous steps and a straightforward computation that

W ′′(p′′,q′′)[O′′] =
n

gcd(n, q)
W (p,q)[O]. (42)

Step 4: Final bound.The result follows directly from the bound (40) taking into account
relations (41) and (42). We just note that

e−2παq′′/|p′′| = exp

(

− 2παq

|np−mq|

)

.

This ends the proof of Theorem 4.
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